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October 9, 1976 
State Democratic Party Fund raiser 
Indianapolis , Indiana 
J :i.nprt Carter 

Very fine, good to see you. We had a great rally I thought and a tremencbus 

crowd which has been typical of the campaign every since the first debate. I think 

we've got a good stroog m::mtiom going throughout the country. And of course one of 

the IOOst important things for us to realize what the Democratic Party stands for. 

The fact that your Congressman, your Senators, your gubitornal candidates for Lt. 

Governor and Governor are very important. I don't want to make another long firey 

kind of a crowd ralling speech, I think it's good to consider a few things very soberly 

and your going to be surprised by my speech. It's going to be beief. I think we 

need N) things in government, one is canpetence. I happen to be a business man and 

a fanner and an engineer and a physicss and I've had experience as a school board 

IIlf!liber, as a State Senator and as a Governor and I believe that the American people 

are canpetent. I think that we're able to take care of our own affairs , I think that 

we believe in the work ethic. I believe that we are able to work together in a unified 

fashion. But we haven't had that experience in our own goverrnnent in the past eight 

years . NCM Johnson and Kennedy as you know were in office eight years the other 

sixteen years of the last quarter century we've had Republican Presidents and Johnson 

and Kennedy were able to de.tmstrate sound business like management. When Lyndon 

Johnson went out of office, Richard Nixon inherited a balenced budget. Last year 

under Gerald Ford we had a 65 billion dollar deficit. Itls the highest deficit that 

we have ever had in our country and . . . than all eight years put together when Johnson 

and Kennedy were in office. Now, that' s not an accident but that happens . When 

Harry Truman was President, he was in oftice seven years, we had an average of a 

2 billion dollar surplus, not a deficit, but it was because our people were at 

work, our economy was strong, our people had confidence, and there was sOffie ability 

in our nation for government, industry, labor, agriculture, education, science, to 

work together toward the future. Our country is so strong that .. ,. obstacle in our 

way in an incompetant aclrni.nistration we naturally tend to correct our mistakes and 

to heal our wounds and to tap the trerrendous economic strength of our country. So 
• . ·"!" ... ·-> -·~ ' 
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we do need competence there. With incompetence comes a tendency to have secrety. 

N::>w Gerald Ford has not had a full scale .. , press conference since last Fedruary. 

Since he was the nominee of his party he has not had an open press conference of any 

kind. The only one that he had was an impromtu press conference in the White House 

with a few reporters and would not permitted his voice to be recorded. Now this 

is not the kind of campaign that the American people expect and obviously for a few 

days at least gave the .Al:"IErican people an imagine that everything was rig..~t in the 

Ford Administration everything was right ·in the Republican campaign beca1.15e they 

didn't make any apparent mistakes. As you know he would come out of the ~mte House 

into the Rose Garden, merrorize a 90 second speech, make his speech, go back into the 

White House and that's all the news reporters had to put on the television and it 

looked like he was very much in control of things. While he would sign a bill in 

the Oval Office that he had opposed in the last rno years, take credit for it, and 

look like he was managing the nation's affairs . So with incompetence comes an 

inclation to conceal what's going on in the government. We need an open goverrrrnent. 

I think you all rerrerrber, if your as old as I am, the Franklin Roosevelt fireside 

chats teclmique. Well, I intend to restore that next year and I would say about 

once a rronth on television, or radio, . . . and let the people understand what we're going 

to do about welfare refonn, tax refonn, government organization or education, or 

health care, or perhaps .... Eastern Europe as they struggle to get freedom. 

That corrbined with a press conference with tough cross examination from the knowledgeabl 

press corp. every t:'INo weeks would insure· that the people would always know what I do 

as President if I make a mistake I will have a strong inclination to correct the 

mistake. Jol:m Kennedy had his frequent White House Press Conference, he got a report 

from every cabinet merrber imnediately before the Press Conference. He said, there 

is anything going wrong in your Dept. I want to know about it because if I get a 

question I have got to answer the question and that kept his cabinet members on their 

toes. Well When I was elected the Governor of Georgia we had a horrible b"Jractic 

mess and we had 300 agencies ~ , 1 ~ 1• i 1 and we reorganized it, ~ve abolished 278 of them. 
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We had a very simple . . . efficient manageable structure that was opei.L We 

had the smshine law forc:ing it open by law and that 1 s what I :intend to do as 

President so competence is someth:ing that is characteristic of the Americm people 

that ought to be institued in government. You can't deliver good health care, you 

can 1 t have a fair tax structure, you can 1 t have a compentant and carnpassior.ate welfare 

program, you can't have a good relationship bet:v.leen federal, state, and local levels 

of government and private :industry with an :incompetant government. But that's what 

we had. I think Republican bus:iness leaders who are very very wealthy, quite often 

they duped into support sc::m:one like Gerald Ford but if they looked back into history 

when they prospered nost. It's when the economy has been growing, people are at work, 

people were happy, :fleople were competent and when the Dem::>crats by the way were in 

the White House. Now I'm a business man myself and I know what's happen to me with 

red tape, paper work, :intrusion of government in rrv business, and a general feeling 

that I don't know what's going to happen next, And quite often I make decisions as 

a businessman not on what 1 s best for rrv customers or what 1 s best for me but how to 

take advantage of some loop hole that has been put into the tax laws that rray have 

been designed for some big shot special interest but just by change applies to· me. 

And quite often you'll have dentists and doctors growing cattle, you'll have cattle 

men building high rise apartments , you' 11 have construction engineers making poro. 

novies just because there is a tax loop hole in the tax shelters they can benefit by 

doing something ..... That kind of thing needs to be changed and the other aspects 

of government, I'm not giving you a lecture I'm just trying to explain what's on 

rrv mind, The other th:ing about goverment is compassion. Now compassion ir. my opinion 

is not a charactistic of weakness. If somebody is weak and is msure of himself or 

herself, they don't have Im.1C.h tirrle to treat others with rmch concern but somebody 

who is strong in spirit, strong physically, strong in influence, secure finicialness, 

that's the kind of person that quite often you can see has a genuine concern for 

others and t:hat 's the way government ought to be. Quite oftm in our country, as you 
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well know, local, state and federal levels , the,Jpeople who make decisions in gov' t 

are exactly the kind of citizens who don't suffer when there is a mistake. My family 

doesn' t draw a welfa-re check. . . . . my family didn't suffer. My family doesn't have 

to depend on a public health system for pervention of diease because I am able 

finically to pay a private doctor to give me and my family a semi annual o~ annual 

physical examination and if I wanted my children to do so, I could by pass· the public 

school system, if I didn't like it. /As a matter of fact my children have always gone 

to the public school system and hny intends to go to school in Washington D.C. but 

the point is that we're not the ones that stand in the unemployment .line when 

people are out of jobs and we can accorrrlate inflation rates to the average retired 

person or working person can't accomade and that's where insenitivity comes. By a 

lack of realization that many people of this country don't have fair treatnent under 

our laws. We have a different standard of justice for rich people and poor people. 

I visited alnx:>st every prison in Georiga when I was in Georgia to meet with, and to 

talk with, and to try to understand those v;iho were in prison. 'Ihey are black f.leople 

and white people, they are young people old people, they are well educationed people. 

35 percent of our prison innma.tes are retarted in Georgia. They are poor people 

but there are not any rich people in the prisons in Georgia. There is a different 

standard in our justice system that is just not right and the pardon of Richard 

Nixon is just one .example of what is a different standard of treating cri.Ire. If 

sornebody steals a 30<;; loaf of bread and gets caught, he's gone to prison, If somebody 

errbessales 50, 000 dollars from a bank, I guarantee you that he will not to prison 

unless it is extomarily circumstances. ''Ihat ought to be changed and we have a 

responsibility, those of us who are influentical ought to .. , . successful 

. government or Del:r'ocrats to be both competent and compassionate in dealing ·h-rith other 

people. I grew up arn:Jng poor people. I would say that 10 percent of us where I 

grew up were whites---90 percent blacks and we need a good welfare system but it 

ought to be one that holds families together and doesn't seperate families. It ought 

to be one which has a work incentive built in and not be an encouragement not to work. 
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'When I was a child on the fann during the depression years X got good health care 

and my family and the interrelationship with doctors and nurses were to prevent 

diease. We don't even do that in this rnodern age, the dieases that were prevented 

when I was yomg were diptheria and polio and whopping cough, and mumps and measles. 

They were fatual but nCM adays there is no trust to prevent diease. The last thing 

that I want :to say is this to illustrate a last point. We ran a survey in Georgia 

of the ten rnost servere killers of Georgia people, Cancer was m:n:riber one, stroke was 

nurrber twQ, and all the way down the line. We found that black wonen in rural counties 

had 20 times rnore cancer than white wonen in other countries simpley because they 

never see a doctor until they know that they are desperately sick. 't.Je found also that 

it only costs $3.00 to detect a potential stroke victim with a simple cholertrole 

analysis and a blood pressure test. You can tell somebody that you might have a 

stroke. Go to your local physician your family doctor and get some simple medication 

but most people who are poor never have access to medical care until after there 

are sick and as taxpayers you knCM how much it costs to take care of someone 

"" who is poor or indegiant who had a stroke. So what I want to bring to the White 

House if I am elected and I think that I have a good chance to be elected is a cornpetant 

government and one that is concerned about the people who need the services of dur 

governnent. 

, 
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First may I say how proud I am to be at Notre Dame .... first of all, 

may I say how proud I am to be at Notre Dame; and particularly because 

of what this Univeristy has always been, what it has meant to the 

consciousness of our country~ its constant probing for a better means 

to tap the inate goodness of America; and especially has this been 

personified in the last twenty-five years by the great leadership of 

Father Ted Hess burg. He's a man who has been an inspiration to many 

of us; those of us who lived in the south during the Civil Rights 

struggle days, or the early part of the Civil Rights struggle days ... 

struggling on .... have had a great admiration for him. I know about 

his concern for the less fortunate, the weaker, the under-dogs, and 

I hope you'll carry this same concern into the Notre Dame~Georgia 

Tech football game that.' s going to take place in the next few days 

Our country has come along way in the last two hundred years. We're 

still a young country; and a lot of us look back on the history of our 

nation with a great deal of appreciation for the wisdom and a deep 

commitment of our founding fathers. We tend to think that George 

Washington, Thomas Jefferson, Benjamin Franklin, John Adams were all 

perfect. The concept we had of our country at that time was one 

without'blemish, a deep commitment, and, perhaps, for the first time, 

a real concern about human rights, liberty, freedom, on the one hand, 

equality, opportunity, on the other. Down through the ages those 

have often been quite incompatible. When you had complete liberty-

the strong overpowered the weak; when you guaranteed equality--the 

government had to take away the freedom that accrues in a competitive 
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society. Well, we've laid the groundwork for that, but our ascension 

was not perfect; it was based on the concepts of slavery ... of black 

people, and it was a hundred year before we cast off that millstone 

around our neck .... woman didn't have a right to vote, young people 

didn't have a right to vote, the people didn't have a chance to choose 

their own United States Senators directly and down through the years 

we've had a chance to make a change for a better society for ourselves. 

We've had·times of success, we've had times of failure .. , .times of 

legitimate pride, times of legitimate embarrassment and shame. In 

the. last few years we've suffered as a country. And I think that 

all of us realize that the question of supporting human rights through

out the world is a very difficult one. It requires a balancing of 

tough realism on the one hand and idealism on the other. Of our 

understanding the world as it is and the world as it ought to be. 

The question, I think, is whether in recent years we havent' been too 

pragmatic, too cynical, and, as a .consequences, have ignored those 

moral values that have always distinquished the United States of 

America from other countries~ Over the years our greatest source 

of strength have come from our basic, priceless, values which are 

embodied in our Declaration of Independence, the Constitution of the 

United States, our Bill of Rights, involving our beliefs of religion, 

freedom of speech, freedom of expression,· movement, and an unchanging· 

commitment to basic human di:gnityc·; a,lthough we. recently have not lived 

up to our ideals. I know of no great nation in history that has more 

often conducted itself in a moral, unselfish, generous manner abroad, 

and provided more freedom and opportunity to its own citizens at home; 

still in recent years we've had reason to be troubled; we 1ve stumbled 

into the cragmires of Vietnam and Cambodi~, ~nd Chila, and Cyprus, 

, 
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and we~ve responded inadequately to human suffering ... that we recog~. 

nized, in places like Bangledesh, Undria, and the Sawhill area of-: 

Northern Africa; and other undeveloped, and sometimes struggling and 

starving nations. We have allowed virtually unlimited sales of 

Americans' weapons overseas, .. as I said on the debate the other night, 

we have become the arms merchant of the world, This is a policy 

that is both cynical and dangerous; and, we in effect, have condoned 

the efforts of some Arab countries to circumvent the commitment of 

our Bill of Rights and boycott American businesses who trade with 

Israel, or who have Jewish owners or managers in businesses themselves. 

This is an unprecedented thing that we've accepted; we've built 

proposes and denials of human freedom in Eastern Europe and in the 

Soviet Union. Now I don't say these things are simple issues but 

there are practical, effective, ways in which our own power can be 

used to elevate human suffering around the world. We should begin 

by letting it be known that any nation, whatever its political system, 

if it deprives its people from basic human rights, if that will help 

to shape our own peoples' attitudes toward that country, if other 

nations want our friendship and support they must understand that 

we want to see basic human rights respected. We must at the same 

time be realistic, as John Kennedy said, and I quote, we must keep 

the world safe for diversity, we should not insist on identical 
/ 

governments in all nations of the world who accept our standards, 

exactly, but we cannot look away when a government torchers its own 

people, or jails them for their beliefs, or denies minorities fair 

treatment, or the right to immigrate, or the right to worship. And 

as you know, Father Hessburg served on the Commission on Civil Rights 

at the time when the south was struggling to .grant equality of 
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opportunity, the right to vote, the right to hold a job., the right 

to buy homes to black people, As I said recently in Salt Lake City, 

and as I've said many times in Alabama, Mississippi, and Louisiana, 

the Carolinas, Tennessee, Georgiai Florida, if anything ever happens 

to my wife, myself, and my family, this was back in the Civil Rights 

time, and to guarantee the.black people a chance for equality, we 

still have a long way to go for our country but we're making progress; 

but now I think it time for us to reass.ert those basic commitments at 

home, and also let them be undeviating guiding light for us abroad. 

The world looks for leadership and when there is a vacuum of leadership 

it's going to be filled somehow, I'm a nuclear engineer, I'm a physicists, 

I'm also a politican and I know that when a vacuum is there it's an ... 

thing in politics and that vacuum is going to be filled. It's going to 

be filled either by freedom or slavery, with hope or with dispair, with 

democracy and liberty or with dictatorships and I would like to see the 

world leadership vacuum filled without domination but with inspiration 

from our own country. We must reaccess our own foreign aid program to 

make sure that when money does leave out nation it goes to those who 

need it most as Richard Gardner one of the great analysis of the United 

Nations said, I not in favor of taxing the poor people in our rich country 

and continuing to send them the rich people in the poor country. But 

there are many needs that can be met with sound management and with an 

undeviated commitment to aleviate suffering, not only food but the quality 

of our enviroment and the health of people around the world can be aided 

to a substancial degree by leadership and by direct aid from my own 

country. We now spend 3/lO's of one percent of our gross national product 

on foreign aid. Other countries spend much more, five or seven tenths of 

one percent, ·the Soviet Union only one tenth of one percent. So all of thr 

nati.ons in a mul.ti national, if provided proper leadership, could be 
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successful in aleviating a great deal of the suffering and the deprivation 

that exists. We ought to speak out forcefully when ever their is human 

torture in the world and I beli.eve that this would not only restore not 

only the place of our own people in our own government but also help to 

ale.viate that torture, even in the most totalitarian nations of all. We 

should insist of the concept of majority rule. In Africa, we've come in 

late. For a long time we were committed under National Security Memorandum 

39 to supporting minority white governments, Only this election year has 

our nation moved, in any degree, to support the long standing effort 

to guarantee majority rule in Africa and there are many other places of 

'"' deprivation in the world which have)~ yet experienced the concept of majority 

rule, Syprus is one that we need to address in a humanitarian way and with 

a well balenced connnitment to the preservation of peace which has helped 

to stamp out religous percution, Many people understand this, the Jews 

"" who want to leave the Soviet Union:fv\f,~ 5 million Baptists in the Soviet 

Union who have felt the oppression because of their religious commitments. 

We ought to stand staunchly against to dilberate violation of the law. In 

the last few years we've seen a disgraceful spectacle of our own government 

condoling, sometimes even encouraging, multi-national corporations 

engaging in bribery of foreign officials. This is a disgrace of our countr~ 

I.t ought not to be permitted to continue, The United Nations passed the 

Genicide Convention twenty five years ago. we•ve stilled not ratified that 

convention and also a basic convention on the protection of human rights, 

civil rights, we've still not ratified that convention and we ought to do 

the best we can to stamp out international terrorism as well. There are 

many things that we can do and I believe that this center here that shifts 

it goals from·stricter domestic civil rights, which is still very important. 

to a broader concept of all human rights, I hope that this w.ill be done 
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expediciously and I'll help if I'm elected President, It can be a becon 

to our own country and to the world for a constant accessment of what can 

be done in this world that we acknowledge to be imperfect. There is one 

other area that I would like to mention this morning, wherein we can tap 

the great resources of our·country in the defense of human rights, yes, 

but that's only one aspect of an area of volunteerism can come in. I would 

just like to take a few minutes to t.alk to you about that subject. It's 

a subject I think has always been of perticular interest to young people, 

who's idealism who has not been dampened by long years of frustration. If 

I'm elected President I hope to bring a new spirit of optimism, patrisom, 

and self sacrifice to American. That happen in 1933 when Franklin Roosevel 

became President, and it happened again in 1961, under John Kennedy, and 

I believe that it can happen again under a Carter Administration if we coul 

succeed in restoring public trust in our own government. I hope that one 

111 manufestation of this renewed national spirit would be a new era of voluntt 
~-

with Americans working to help others on an unprecedented scale. We saw 

an example of this when John Kennedy began the Peace Corp. We all remember 

the excitment of that era. My mother, at the age of 68, joined the peace 

corp., and went to India to serve for two years coming back after she was· 

70 years old. I know what it meant to our community and our family and her 

life just to feel that she was doing something worth while, even at that 

advanced age, I'd like to see this concept revitalized along whatever 

grounds are most pertinet and appropriate in today's international reality 

but even more importantly I would like to see an outpouring of volenteer 

effort within our own country. We all know their needs, very deep needs, 

I worshiped this morning at the Retardation Center at the edge of your 

campus. I know that many citizens participate in that volenteer effort, 

take care of retarded children that are severly afflicted, and there is an 
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outpouring that needs to be made in schools, and hospitals o~ all kinds,. 

and day care centers, in mental institutions and prisions and law 

enforcement agencies, parole and probation efforts, on Indian reversations, 

in local, state, and federal government agencies and in many other places. 

The potential volenteers are there too, people of all ages, students, 

housewives, business people, retired people, and many others, What has 

been lacking in the past is motivation. It is not enough for a President 

to call for volenturism. He must paint a climate in which our people want • 

to help others and are proud to help their country in the process. We 

don't need a new federal bureaucracy to do .this, We must use the structure 

of existing agencies and we will also stress and support of existing 

private volenteer programs. What's needed is Presidentual leadership 

that will encourage and honor volenteer service. I think that retired 

people and young people in perticular are a vast untapped .resource. We 

now spend countless hours in idleness and our personal diversions of many 

kind. I'd like to see us diverate some of our time and some of our energy 

in the helping of others and I believe that Americans will do this gladly 

if volenteer work is given proper respect and proper recognition. There 

is much that needs to be done in our society, more than government itself 

can ever hope to accomplish but there is little that cannot be done if 

the Americans people roll up our sleves and set out to do these things. If 

I become President I will make every effort to channel the idealism, the 

compassionate and the energies of our good people and the good "l.vorks of 

which we can all be proud, Americans pride ourselves on self reliance, 

we pride ourselves on the inheriance of unchanging principles, we pride 

ourselves on the ability to achieve unity within a concept of diversity. 

Amel;'i.can is not a melting pot, we don~ t come here and lose our ide'iii~ty 
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as we live among one another, it ''s more like a beautiful mosaic where 

every person is an individual and where we can harness our common efforts 

when we have the inspiration and the,,. without which our lives could be 

more meanful. we•ve got to tap this tremendous strength in the two areas 

that I have covered briefly with you today, One a renewed commitment to 

ci~il rights, human rights, domestic, and around the world, to let our 

country once again, as Fallus Henchberg once said at lunch time, be a becon 

light of hope for all human kind and secondly we must tap the tremendous 

resources of the 215 million Americans who don 1 t serve in government, who 

may not get paid, but they want to make our own lives more meanful .in the 

service of others. That's a tremendous resource of strength that waiting 

to be used. Again I want to thank you for letting me come .•. , ..•..•... 
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Tnank you very much. Thank you. Thank you very much, everybody. First of 

all I appreciate that fine introduction by Senator Burch Bayh who shortly after 

he withch:ew from the Presidential Race, he joined me in the factorship lines in 

Indiana and help to encourage the people in this great state to give me your support 

in the priminary, which you did, you put me over the top in the priminary a.'1d I want 

to ask you to put n:e over the top in Noverrber, will you do that for me. TI1ank you. 

Also, I want to say just a word about Lany Conrad who took office as Sect. of State 

in 1970. t.Jnder his administration, the effect of that office, and the productivity 

of that office has increased 300 percent but he's done it with only a 6% increase 

in expendures . That's the kind of tough competent business like management that 

any governrrent needs. It's the kind that I tried to bring to the Governorship 

of Georgia and I hope that you' 11 help him on l'bverrber 2 also In closing I want to 

say this. I need some good help in 1iJashington when I get into the Hhite House and 

I hope you Ill keep Vance Hartke this year and keep Senator Burch Bayh along time 

at least for the next eight years so we can have a good corntry again. How many of 

you would like to see l1r. Ford answer questions at a press conference or come out 

and let the people rnderstand his answers to all of the complicated answers that 

he has given. He's provided nore questions than answers in the debate. How many 

of you think that he has an open administration. I think that there is just about 

as much openness in the Ford Administation as their is freedom in Eastern Europe. 

Mr. Ford doesn't worry about inflation. .Jack, and Chip, and Jeffery, and Rasey, 

and I can live could live on $5. 00 a week, I wouldn't worry about it either, I' 11 

tell you that. We've got a corntry that in the eight years has been deeply hurt. 

We've seen a great increase arrong the number of people in this nation that don't have 

jobs. In the last two. years, since :Mr. Nixon went out of office, we've added two 

and one half million Alrericans to the rnem.ployment rolls. In the last three m:mths 

500,000 more Americans are unemployed. Last m:mth, the inflation rate ag_ain reached 
~ ... ~, ... "''""'~ . ·: . 
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double digit, about 11 perCEE.t per year. We've had gross mismmagement. Last year 

in 1975, we had a 65 billion dollar deficit in spending the taxpayers m:mey above 

what we took in. It's the highest dificit in the history of our country, r:nre than 

all eight years put together under Johnson and Kermedy. I think it's time to have 

a balenced budget. I think it's time to control inflation and the only way to do 

both of those things is to put the American people back to work and we're going to 

have a jobs administration next Janruary .if you will help rre get there. Now, I'm 

concerned about those horrible figures, 2 and l/2 million, 500,000, 65 billion dollars, 

they somd bad enough but what really hurts are the Arrerican human beings v1hose lives 

and whose families have been distroyed by the Ford Nixon Administration policies. 

'When a rrother or father have had jobs for 15 or 20 years and all of a sudden lose their 

jobs go on unemployrrent compensation for a nu:nber of rronths and then stand in their 

first welfare line, it does something for the self respect of an able bodied American 

who no longer is able to find a job. It begins to tear the families apart. It 

separates children from parents and it creates a disha:rn:ony in our society and when 

the family is not strong, that's when- goverrnnent has to rrove in and start man~ging 

the affairs of our lives. We have a strong country, I don't believe anybody in 

our nation has traveled rrore than I have, :rret with rrore people, rna.de rrore speeches , 

answered rrore questions, in the last two years. I've been all over the com try, and 

when I began I didn't have a built in nationwide campaign organization. I didn't 

have very much rroney. I didn't hold pub~ic office. Not many people knew Hho I was, 

I'll bet not even 1 percent of this crowd had ever heard my name before Janruary 1975. 

But I and my family and other volenteers began going from one horne to another, some

times we'd invite the whole neighborhood and only three or four people would show up. 

We'd go into a labor hall and rna.ybe 10 or 12 people would come to a :rreeting. So we 

began to go into factorship lines, to shopping centers , we began to go into barber 

shops and beauty parlors, up and down the street in fanners markerts, livestock 
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sales barns, talking to people, and listening to the voice of America, Americans 

like you who don 1 t want anything selfish out of goverrnnent but just want to be 

treated fairly, who want to have a decent goverrnnent that 1 s open, that you can under-

stand and control, who doesn't put its nose into your own affairs, and who has fairness 

as a major thrust of its policy. We don't have a fair government now. I don't like 

a system of justice that will take a working person if they conmit a crime and put 

them in jail and take a big shot that conmits a rrore serious cri.ne and let them go 

free, that's not fair. Our income tax s t;ructure is not fair, it 1 s a disgrace to the 

hunan race. The surest incomes to be taxed is the income earned from manuel labor. 

There are not any hidden secret loop holes for someone who draws a paycheck every 

two weeks or retirement check every two weeks but there are secret hidden loop holes 

for everyone else. In the last reporting period, there were 3200 people in this 

country that made over 50, 000 dollars in income in one year, 107 4, they paid not a 

nickel in income tax. There were over 800 people that made over 100,000 in one year 

and there were about 250 people that made over 200,000 in income in one year and paid· 

not a nickel in iJ.1come tax. \men they don 1 t pay their taxes , do you know who pays 

their taxes for them?? You do. If you elect me in oovember, when I get to th~ 

'White House next Janruary, we 1 re going to start reforming our incane structure to 

make it fair for a change and you can depend on that. I believe in a goverrrrrent that 

understands people and which has a heart and which is also competent. Our governn:ent 

buracrity now is not competant. It's a wasteful and confused mess. Alot of people 

say that governnent can't be managed in qur country. I don't agree with that. I'm 

a farmer. I've worked all of my life. My people have been in Georgia 210 years 

and nobody in my farther's family ever finished high school before I did. I balenced 

my family budget. I balanced my'farm budget. 'When I was Governor of Georgia I was 

in office four years, we had a belanced budget. We left a surplus in the treasury 

and -I intend to manage that affairs of the United States when I become President. 

We're going to reorgainze the Executive Branch of Government to make it efficient, 
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economical, and manageable for a change and we 1re going to have a United States 

with a balenced budget before the next four years are over and you can depend on 

that also. Nav I don't want anybody to get concerned who thinks that we're going 

·to rob the people to balence the budget .. Let's go back into history just a fav 

minutes and point out the things that are important to remerrber. The first election 

that I remember I was eight years old inl932 in the depth of the depression and 

Franklin Roosevelt who was a rich man was elected President. He was aflicted by polio 

and he tmder stood working people who we~e handicap ted who didn 1 t have jobs . He 

started putting our people back to work and he said to the Congress, I believe that 

it's only fair to have a minumum wage law and alot of people were shocked and he 

put foiWard a prospition for a 25¢ an hour m:i.numtill wage law, Over 90% of the 

Republicans in the Congress voted against paying an adult man or woman 25¢ for an 

hour of manuel labor. Franklin Roosevelt also said that we need security our 

old age, a chance for self respect and he put forth the idea of social security. 

There were 95 Republicans in the House of Representatives, 94 of them voted against 

social security. Later Harry Truman cane along. He was a cOIIIIDn man like us. 

but he was an tmcom:ron President. We~knew who the President was when he was in 

office. When we made a mistake, he took the blame for it. 'When a major decision 

had to be made, he made the decision. He had a sign on his desk, Does anybody 

remember what it said? Right, the buck stops here. Well TI.CJ'iN'adays the buck is all 

over Washington looking for a place to stop. Nobody k:nCMs who is in charge, 

When I get back to the 'White House, with. your help, I'm going to put that sign 

right back on the desk and if things go wrong, you can look to me. If a des is ion 

has to be made, I '11 be the President, If the F .B, Lor the C. LA. violates the law 

I '11 correct that defect. 'When ;r make a decision about who ought to be a federal 

judge or diplmat, if that's not a good person it will be my fault. You will not 

have to search all over Washington trying to find somebody responsible for wasted 

m::mey in the medicade program and for an absense of adequate health care &'1d for 
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tmfair tax laws. I' 11 be the President you can look to ma and I '11 be responsible 

to you. The 1948 election was a very important one and later on we had 1960 and 

John F. Kennedy whipped Richard Nixon and then along carne Lyndon Johnson and they 

managed the affairs of our government very well, Harry Truman was President seven 

years. They didn't have a deficit. The had an average surplus of 2 billion dollars 

a year. When Lyndon Jolmson went out of office and turned the office over to Richard 

Nixon, Richard Nixon inherited a balenced budget but the only way that you can balence 

the budget, the only way that you can control inflation, the only way that you can 

give our people a good health care program, the only way that you can build good 

roads, protect the quality of the envirornent and have a strong economy is our 

people are back to work and if we get our people ~rking again we' 11 have those 

needs mat, we' 11 have the budget balenced, and you' 11 be proud of our administration 

once again and you· can depend on that too. Did anybody watch the debate the other 

night?? I'm glad you watched it, next Friday is going to be another good debate 

and I'm going to watch it. It's going to be between Fritz Mondale and Robert Ible 

and I think you'll see a good comparison between those two men and in the following 

week we' 11 have the final debate betw~en myself and :t1r. Ford. I think all of you 

saw the kind of leadership that :t1r. Ford provides when he stood there alone, without 

his advisors, without Henry Kissinger, and had to answer questions about foreign 

affairs. He said that he has been working hard for the last year to control the 

proliferation of spread of atomic weapons , The two U.S. Senators on my right have 

been there trying to help pass legislation that would stop the spread of atomic 

weapons and they kno;v that :t1r. Ford has stopped that legislation and the staternent 

that he made in the debate was not accurate. Also :t1r. Ford said that he was trying 

to stop the Arab boycott "Which is a disgarce to our country, \\!hat the Arab boycott is 

not against oil, the Arab boycott is this, The Arabs say to an American cmmtry, 

including those in Indiana and Georgia, if you trade with Israel or if you have .American 

Jews who ovm stock or control part of your company we will not do. business with you. 

This lets a foreign cotmtry tear apart and bypass the American OJnstitution and the 
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Bil). of Rights and Mr.· Ford has tried to block Congressional legislation that would 

have stamped out this disgraceful thing and he then said that tormorrow I'm going to 

open up the files and let you kn<JW' what cotmtries have partipiated, the next day the · 

Secretary of Comnerence says we 1 re not going to do anything such thing. Again there 

is a very serious question raised about leadership of Mr. Ford and the rrost discusting 

thing he said to me was there is no Soviet domination in Eastern Europe, Hungrey, 

Poland, Rumania, are all free nations. Mr. Ford has just been over to Pol&"'ld last 

year and I don 1 t think he tmderstood what's going on over there, I guess that he 

thought that those tanks over there belong to Poland when they actually belonged 

to the Soviet Union. We've got to have a President who's not only sensitive to the 

needs of people who htmger for freedan overseas but we've also got to have a President..: 

sensitive to the needs to Americans who want good health care, fair taxes, and who 

want to go back to work. That's what we're going to have next year, And let me say 

this in closing, we're got a great cotmtry. We need not be concerned about its future. 

As I said, I've traveled all over this nation and I can tell you without any doubt 

at all that our economic strength is still there, God bless our cotmtry with great 

open fields and great mineral deposit~, and pure streams and adequate air and he 

gave us an opportunity to be strong economically and the Republican Administration 

has tom part of our strength dovm. but it 1 s still there waiting to ae developed, 

We also still have the best system of government on earth. Richard Nixon didn't 

hurt our system of governm:mt, Watergate didn't hurt our system of government, 

the C.I.A. didn't hurt our system of governiJ:ent, Angolia, Chile, didn't hurt our 

system of government but we've got to kriow that the system of governiJ:ent that we 

have is a basis on which we can predicate answers to complicated quesitons, correct 

. our mistakes, bind ourselves back together in a spirit of tmity, and approach the 

future with confidence and the greatest resource of all that we have in this cotmtry, 

is our 215 million Americans who haven't lost faith in ourselves, who are strong, 

powerful, dedicated, idealistic, who believe in hard work, who trust our government 

when it trusts them, and who are eager now to '~tore the precious things that we've 
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lost. How many of you believe it's time for a change in the White House Washington?? 

Thank You. So do I, So do· I, If you 111 help ne, if you' 11 help me and vote for the· 

Denocratic ticket in Noverrber 2, then come Janruary 20 we all together candidates 

and voters even Denocrats and Republicans, Arrericans all will correct the terrible 

embarassment and sharr.e that's cOJ:Ie on our goverrnnent with this Republican administration 

We' 11 restore what we've lost. We' 11 put our people back together, We '11 strip away 

the secrety in our goverrnnent. We' 11 have a good health ca:re system, We' 11 have a 

good education system. We' 11 have sOJ:Ie cooperation for a change between the White 

House and the O:>ngress. We're repair the damage that's been done to our coillltry and 

we' 11 prove to the rest of the world that's very important but more important we' 11 

prove to our own people in this country that we still live in the greatest nation 

on earth, the United States of Arrerica. I love you all, you help me and I' 11 help 

you .. 
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.............. other distinguished public servants frcxn Illinois and Chicago, I'd 

like to add one comrent:; to what the Bishop said, this is a local affair but national 

and international affairs spring from individual hliiiail beings who make up families 

who make up neighborhoods , who make up comrunities , who make up states , who tmke 

up nations; and there's no difference because once a governriEnt represents what 

people are then the governriEl1t be great. I'm very glad to be able to come here 

and be with you tonight; my wife and my daughter, hrrj, nine years old, have already 

been introduced. I also have relative, a sister-in-law and a brother-in-law; my 

sister-in-law is from Estonia. Her n.arre is Anna Ellie Smith and she and her husband 

are here and I'd like for you to meet Anna who was born in Estonia .... and Arma, 

would you stand up please. . . . . . . . . . I'm not going to make a political speech ---- ---··------
t~~. I'm sure you'll be glad to hear that. I've made enough in the last few 

days. . . . . . I've come to join with you .. and, discussing sare matters of important 

to me; I think inportant to you as well .... to join in honoring Poski, 

who worked his way up through the ranks of the iron works to beco~ a leader of 

many working people, to join , to serve in the Illinois State Senate, 

and for the last ten years has been a justice in the State of Illinois Appeal 

Court, and in joining hbnoring also George Gene McCoski, the Presiding Judge of 

the First Municipal District of Cook County; they represent a heritage that would 

Ilk'lke me proud and a heritage that makes you proud of achieverrents by Poles and 

Polish Arrericans typical of what has been throughout our nation's history in 

goveunnent, literature, science, business, and the arts, .. your young Congressman, 
-Rosif>%\~vwSu 

Daniel Rousid.;' he a man, a nodel look, if elected to help me tmderstand the special 

problems who seek adequate health care. Not long ago I was talking to the chainnan 

of \Jays and ~ans corrmittee about health and about other means of delivering services 

to people who are destitute and who are in need .... he told me, if you want an expert 
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on the subject, who tm.derstands govel."':U'lE1t, who also tm.derstands people when you get 

to Chl.cago, talk to Dan; and he's already begtm. to submit· to rre advice and counsel 

that I can use. . . . . . . . . We also think of the great scientist, Marie Curry, great 

nusicians like Pader~J?., great writers like Josepq Conrad, great military leaders 
k c ':> ~ \ ~ S ~ o &•t.k: ti ,w4f~wAA.-'- ~ 'Yt1 ~....wi.&_ 

like Colski and 'c".ast;.Gusoo, and great athletes like G.!A;l Strmeki- and Stam Musl&. 

A few people that I've relied on in this whole CBJ:lllaign to help rre with these two 

key issues, just coincidentally happened to· be from Polish families; for foreign 
Ire. 

affairs the only man who came to San Francisco to briefl before the last debate 
Zb-.:JI'ti~ t?t2.e.-z..t~1 s l~ 

was Vigue Berski, who is an expert on that subject and he helped rre a great deal. 

. . . . . . . . . . . and before the first debate the only man who carre to Plains , Georgia 
(11 ••• .r:.l~ 

to brief rre on economic affairs was Jerry Jesinauski, ... just a coincident, but I 

think it shows an increasing acceptance in govel."':U'lE1t, in politics, of wisdom and 

of justice, and the tm.derstanding and comprehension, of people in this cotmtry and 
(; .... -J.,H.e_ 

a chance to terminate the sut-al discrimination that quite often has been an obstacle 

for the full involvement of great leaders who have con:e from families originated in 

Poland. Tonight I'd like to talk about two or three things to you that affect 

all of us ; one is a breakdown in relationship between goverrnnent and people. We 

now have seven and a half million An:Pricans tm.employed. The yomg heritage like mine, 

even your own religious beliefs like mine, are predicated on the hope that people who 

are able to work ought to have a chance to work. In the last two years alone since 

President NU.on has left office we've had two and a half million .Americans added to 

the. tnemploytiEilt rolls. In the last three m:mths five hundred thousand Americans be

came memployed. This is bad enough just as a horrible statistic . , . . of all the 
developed 
nations of the world we have the highest tm.employrrent rate; greater of that than 

England, greater than that of Germany, greater than that of France, twice as great 

even of Italy, aln:ost four ti.Ires as great as the tm.employment rate in Japan; and 

that hurts individual people who believe in self-reliance and who believe in human 

pride and who believe in a chance to take whatever talent God gives us and to use it 
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in a worthy way. We know the first ones 'Who lose a job are the ones who felt the 

burden of discrimination and are the last ones hired back when tmemployment drops. , . 

of those who suffer the burden of discr:imi.nation. And it hurts a man or woman who 

might have been employed for fifteen or twenty years, for the first time to be drawing 

an tmenployment check and then in a few m:mths then to stand in a welfare line and 

start financing the family's affairs with a welfare check. For an ablebody person 

that's a very devistating thing. And this translates to the breakdown of the family 

structure. I've given several speeches lately about Arrerican families, and I knOW' 

. that when a family becomes weak, when it's tom apart because of a lack of respect 

f or the parents or lack of opporttmities for children to leave the home with pride 

to eam their own living, and a structure of the corrmunity or a state or a nation is 

damaged, govennnent intrudes when families are not strong, when families can't pro

vide for food, clothing, housing, health, education, on their own, then the govem

nalt nust come in and take over the responsibility, but it ought to properly be that 

the tmther and father and once the family begins to deteriorate the c0011l.lilities in 

the neighborhood go next; so the strength of the families , which have always been an 

intergradual part of your lives is crucial to a nation, tmemployment is bad, inflation 

~ in quietly and robs us all. Sometimes we don't even knOW' it. Last mmth, in 

Septenber, we experienced another cbuble digit inflation period, increasing an armual 

rate of about 11%, ~f for sorreone 'Who is retired and seeking security alone, and 

hunan dignity, to have one's lifesavings only worth 89% as nuch at the end of the 
----------=------------······---~·· .. ' 

t""t. 

year, or a 5% savings accotmt experience the lost, n<?_t_ again, of 6%, is a devistating --- -----------·· -----~ 

los~. We now only have a third of the families in our cotmtry" 'Who are able to own 

their own hOJres. Eight years ago 50% could own their own hanes. This again tears 

apart the stability of the family opportunity. It took us a long time to reach a 

point where families in this country could own their own homes, but the. price of 

a home has increased $16,000 in the last eight years alone and interest rates have 
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increased 50%. I think all of you know too the problem with transportation, and 

supplies. but the thing that we've lost recently is the spirit of .At:rerica. I'd like 

to talk with you for just a fa.v minutes about foreign policy. We're not the only 

people who want to stand for sa:rething :in the world, freedom in Eastern Europe was 

bom in Poland with the Constitution of 1791. Since that tine, Poland has endured 

many rulers , but its people has never lost their intenbG- desire to be free, and 

it is this spirit that under the history of the comtry that also the IID.lSic of your 

comtry which has been an inspiration to all human beings :in this world who sought 

liberty and freedom, the desire for freedom brought your parents and grandparents, 

perhaps, to this comtry. In my own state, one of the orig:inal thirteen states , 
1\os !!.I u ... s ko 

has always revered the name of George Eboteusco. My own daughter-:in~law- Karen comes 
fu.(aA~ 

from P-olaski County, Georgia, Parken.sville, and I hope you'll visit it sorre day, to 

see what its like throughout. That coomi.trnent for freedom brought Costcusco and 

Polaski to this com try, to .At:rerica, to fight and to die yotmg in our war for :in

dependence and for .ft;eedom. That spirit lead free Polish soldiers to M:mocoseno 

Where they were the first Allied regi.m:!nt to plant their colors in ro.e of the fierces 

battles of World War II. Only a grave is there in those rerrnte nountain areas is 

a plack, which bears this inscription, "These Polish Soldiers, for our freedom and 

for yours , gave their bodies to Italy, their hearts to Poland, and their souls to 

God," and that spirit lives on. It lives anrJng you, and am:mg the people that your 
's 

bound to by ties of history and affection who still live in Poland. It/ t:i.Ire 

that we had a President who understands the facts about Eastern Europe and about the 

whole world, it's time we had leaders who will speak up for frEi,!edom in Eastern Europe 

and also in the rest of the world. When I was here in Chicagp to make a major 

speech last March, I said that Eastern Europe IID.lSt never, can never be a stable 

region until eastern European countries regain their :independence, I said then that 

the Soviet Union must understand that any United States de'tentedepends upon recognizing 

the legitimate aspirations of the people, of Poland, Czechoslovakia, Htmgary, Runania, 
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and the rest of eastern Europe. . " ..... . Those are the staterrents I made last 

March; and I still believe that. We don't want a Cold War, we want to cooperate 
. hu.d.M...i-

with the Soviet Union :in order to avoid the horrors of~ conflict, but if I'm 

elected President I will take four, or five, or six steps to show that we do care 

about free00n1 :in eastern Europe . First, we'll insist that the Soviet Union cot:rply 

with the guarantee of htmm rights conta:ined :in the Helsinky Agreerrent. There should 

be freedom of nnvenent in eastern Europe. There should be freedom of expression, 

freedom of families to reunite with their relatives overseas and access to them 

with gifts that are not changed :into Rubles to be taxed 30%. We've had a deterioration 

and not an improvenett s:ince_ the Helsinky Agreerrent was signed. That Agrea::rent must 

be enforced. . . . . . . 'There has to be access to those who live :in Poland fran the 

free world, and we must insist secondly that the Soviet Union, as agreed to in the 
'"'-

Helsinky Agreerrent, cease jarrming Radio Free Europe and Radio Liberty, Third: we 

should work for an expanded network of hunan and coomercial ties between the countries 

of the east and the .comtries of the west; ties that will keep the alternative of 

freedom always open :in the eastern European cotmtries . They must recognize that 

no matter how destitute they maybe a freedan at this nnment, the legit:imate hope 

to access behind the I:ton Curtin is always open to them, We must be sure at home 

that we never yield to the principles of our Constitution and Bill of Rights. Recently 

we see an example of that of our country toward Arrerican bus:inesses. You can't trade 

with us if you do bus:iness with Israel, you can't trade with us is you ha-ve .American 

Jevs who own stock :in your eot:rpany or help to manage its affairs. These are the 

deprivations of liberty, its a circunvention of our Bill of Rights; it's been con

doned by our own govemrrent leaders... This times its Jevs, later it maybe others ---- ·------------ ... ---

who could be suffering beca~e of their religious beliefs or their ethnic background. 

We must never aga:in permit this to be done. Our country also nust constantly be 

concerned about the preservation of hunan rights throughout the world, not just :in 

our own country, riot in just eastern Europe but in Cyprus; also :in South America and 
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lliile, and here in this nation where human beings are torched the .Atrerican voice 

must be there--not let the world forget, and last: I'd like to make sure, as 

President, that I do nothing by deed or word to give the slightest :indication that 

we' 11 ever accept Soviet domination over cmmtries that want to be free, and you 

can ·depend upon that .............. . 

Today I made a speech at Notre Dame, at noon, and I had a quiet talk with Father 

Hessberg, who has been the President of that University fvr twenty-five years. He 

pointed out to ne that many centuries ago a question was asked to a wiseman, how 

do you prepare to be a leader of the comtry? What are the qualifications to be 

a pritre minister or president? And the answer came back to the wiseman, just tv1o 

~rds , be hunan. The strength of leaders to overcone their ability, to tap the 

experience, the judgment, the con:m:m.sense, the :intelligence, the idealism, the hope, 

the sense of brotherhood and corr.passion and love, patriotism tavard ones comtry 

that exists in the minds and hearts of free nen and women everywhere, and those 

\Ji:tO r;;nt to be free,· and to the extent that we here in political life can stay 

close to the people and tap their strength and their wisdom, to that extent, our 

comtry will be strong and wise. It takes a lot of hunility when a nominee of a 

Party to stand in a factoryship line and face the people at six o'clock, five o' 

clock in the IIDming, and say can I have your vote, because the approval is not 

maninous, but that was an enjoyable experience for me. MJ campaign has never been 

an ordeal, it's never been a sacrifice.. It's been a challenging and an exhiliterating 

experience, and it has inspired me to reach for a standard of excellence and greatness 

that can only be derived from those that I hope to represent; and if I can be a good 

and successful nominee of nw Party, I believe that I can only be a good and successful 

President if I can tap the great strength of the people of this comtry. 

H::M.;..:.wc .i.:l1 this c.ount~y, are not a nelting pot. We've had people cane to our comtry 

fran all, m::>st every comtry in the world, but we don't relinquish our :individuality. 

We never give up the laws that we have for our ethnic heritage, or history, or 
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custom;, or traditions, so America is not a rrelting pot; it ~s oore a beautiful ooasic 

for different kinds of people, for different customs, for. different dreams, and dif

ferent nemries, fit together and share our strength for a high and corrm:m goal, 

There lies the tmiquetness of America and VJe derive our tmique spirit too from a 

commn bond that brought us here, a search for hunan freedom. We aught never to 

forget those facts, we should never relinquish our individuality, we should never 

be ashamed of our heritage--be always proud and always remerrber that it doesn 1 t 

matter when we carre to this cotmtry, it may have been two years ago, it may have been 

twenty years ago, it may have been two 1:rundred ago--or even longer. What matters 

is why we carre _here and what we do when we corre, and what our lives can rrean to give 

our children a greater grasp of the world, a realization of our place in God's king

dom and a hope that our lives can be neaningful as fellav hunan beings who search 

as we have for a fuller realization of individuality, freedom, liberty, connon idea 

of purpose and without discrimination, truth, justice, honor, andequality of oppor

ttmity and what is still, and I hope always will be, the greatest nation on earth. 

Thank you very much .•........ 
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....... thank you ..... as ..... Reverend lhctor Raueels and distinguished citizens 

of this great corrrm.mity; as Ancb::ew Yomg has said, brothers and sisters on shipper 1 s 

land, ·I'm glad to be w:i:th you this afternoon. I believe we have a nation that can 

be well served by G:>vemor Mike Walter and Ueutenant Govenor Neil Hartagan; by 

Attorney Gen.eral , by :Mayor Richard Daley, and by Congressman Metcalf, 

and by Fred Mondale and by Jinmy Carter. . . . . . . . and, if you believe this, are you 

ready to fight for it on election day ........... ya .......• as I said in Salt Lake 

City this week, as I said in Binningham, Alabama, and in the southern part of 

Mississippi, arid in Louisiana, Georgia , Carol:ines, Florida and Tennessee, the best 

th:ing that ever happened in the southland in my life was the passages of the Civil 

Rights Acts , the right of people the right to vote, to hold a job, to buy 

a house, to go to school, and to participate :in public affairs. I believe in a com try 

where freedom and equality exist. . . . . do you aeree with that ? .....•............... 

Are you willing to fight for it on election day?., ............ I think you all 

observed about ten years ago, or a little DDre, when Martin Luther King, Jr., Andy 

Yom.g, and many others went about the com try, put their lives on the 

line, to seeek the right of many black people to go to the polls on election day and 

vote ..... that the precious possession that your people and many others here and aromd 

the world have not always had, some still don't have it. And that 1 s the only way in 

a free nation for us to correct the wrongs, for us to answer the idfficult questions, 

for us to rreet the needs of those who are not powerful, we are not rich, we are 

not :influential, in our society, and I believe that :in our cmmt:ry that. we have that 

right and it • s one that basic to us ... it ought to be preserved, and it ought to be 

used but it's easy to let it slip out of our hands. In the last twenty-four years 

we 1ve had Republicans in the White House sixteen years .... sixteen years, because 
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those families who depend on goveroJrent to treat them fairly, to neet their needs, 

they'd rather not go to the polls to vote. As Congressman M=tcalf said, the power

ful, the rich, the influential, they know their bread ~s from .••• it CCllleS from 

the Republican Party, there going to be there election day to vote, they never miss; 

and they've been there too long. It's time to change those things. A lot of people 

say, well, a President is just one person ... one person can't change a whole nation. 

But I want you to go back to January 1969 when Lyndon Johnson left the White House 

and Richard Nixon cane in, the laws didn't change, the COnstitution didn't change, 

the Cbngress didn't change but the country changed. , .... the country changed ....... . 

and it changed for people like you and like those who look to you for leadership; 

the ones who lost the mst were the black, and those who don't speak good English, 

and those without good hares, and ones without good health care, and the ones whose 

children don't have good education, and the ones who are first ones unerrployed, •. , 

the last one hired and the first fired, the ones whose paycheck inflation eats 

up, the ones .who get cheated on the in cone tax, the ones who make the cr:i.Ire 

go to prison mile the big shots go to a country club .... that' a got to be changed ----

if'a you'll hep re, we'll change it ........... So I believe that one President can 

IOOke a difference. Franklin Roosevelt made a difference, Harry Trtmm made a dif

ference, Jolm. Kennedy made a difference, Lyndon Jolmson made a difference, and I 

guarantee if you'll help ne, Jimny Carter going to make a difference ....... . 

It's not just a President can make a difference ..... every one of you can make a 

difference. I remenber the 1960 election had just a few votes ... been changed 
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. . . . . hope that you will be to and we' 11 be happy to respond to some 

questions primarily in that area but others if they are quite pertinate. 

fAfCJl.PE.L'-E:- (HEGIDR) OK. Let rre explain what we've been doing. The race as you know 

has been a fairly confusing perticularly in tenns of surveys. Over the last several 

weeks there has been a very volitle situation. We've seen fairly probabley 

as extensive noverrents internally in the data in the last couple of weeks as 

· they experience in a general election for President in recent rneroory. If you take 

the period for instance from the 16 through the 20 of Septerrber our survey results 

were on the rise and if you took the period between the 21 and the 24 they were 

on the decline and if you go back to the 25 through the 29 or 30 nmv through this 

week they've been on the rise again and that's as the electorate trys to sort 

out the election. There are some major things that have taken place starting over 

the weekend of over last weekend and through this week and they've been reflected 

both in a national data and also in sone of our state data. What I'd like to do is 

to touch on the national data and then cover two of the states that we can finish 

this week in tenns of large states perticularly because of all of the confusion 

that has been going on about what's happening in the large states. First let rre 

say that we've conducted about four or five national surveys since the convention 

and if we take the three that I think is the nost pertinet the end of August and 

the beginning of SeptEmber, then the week the several days preceeding the debate 

up mtil Wednesday night the 23, and the final one being the one that we started 
. 

over the weekend and finished on Tuesday. You get the following results and 

what I thought I'd do is thrCM them up on the board for a second. Show you how 

sohpisticatedwe're getting, a little show and tell ...... Lack. of grace. O.K. 

this would be the national in this period September you hit the mdicided and 

Utall and this is Uncle Youch and guess who that is. Ok, this is Carter, Ford, 
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tmdecided, might not vote. These are likely voters who passed the likely voter 

screen and in this occasion in August the race is 50--39. 9% tmdecided, it was 

about 11 points which is about what both Harris and Gallop were shCMing exactly 

in that time fr~. This is for the 23 through the 25 of August o.k. this is 

Septen:ber now. O.k. 20 through the 24 and 5 tmdecide~?who might not vote 

This was preceeding the debate and this was over the weekend up to 'fuesday 51--42. 

4 and 3, which is pretty consist with both Harris and it's probabley slightly 

less than what Gallop will have when he finishes getting all of his interviews in 

with registered voters. If you look at the pattern of these two weeks there really 

da.esta.' t:.appear to be nn.tch change but there really was. There was a dip that followed 

this the stuff we were doing after the debate and then a pick up again. The pick 

up has been really fueled by what we're getting on the economy. I want to come 

back to that. You can see the pick up not only in the national figure cornning 

back, 9 points, but in the two states that we've surveyed that we've finished 

all of the processing in which is Illinois and Michigan. Both states which were 

surveyed at the begirming of this week and in an effort for us to make sone 

decisions about allocation of resources and we were quite surprised by the results. 

I thought I'd do a share of those too. This is Michigan, I'll give you Illinois first, 

This is Illinois. Illinois was originally surveyed in early Septen:ber, Septenber 3 

and then surveyed again on Septenber 28. On Septerrber 3, the race, and we think 

these figures were slightly nnre Republican than they should have been at that time, 

48 Ford, 39 Carter, 12 Undecided, 2 might not vote. There was a 500 interview 

sample. Then on the 28th, we did a 750 interview sarrple and we fotmd these 

nunbers 47, 45, 6, 2 in terms of the mvement. Now in Michigan the results went 

this way. On Septen:b~ 2, also in a 500 interview sample, the results were Carter 

42, Ford 47, 8 tmdecided, 3 might not vote. We were 5 points behind. With a 

fairly small tmdecided. Detroit News showed it 7 with about a 30 tmdecided. 

On Septeni>er 29, with a 700 interview sample the results were alm:>st with 

the national was--51--42--5 and --2. The interesting thing was the internal 
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consistance of the data, not only in term::; of the derrographic but also in terms 

of the other races, the Senate race in Michigan for instance the Congressional 

voting race and so forth alnnst only a couple of points alnnst exactly statistically 

the sarre as they have been before, the only thing showing any major change at 

all being the Presidentual figures. Now, it's obviously quite a substancial 

change and we were surprised. We through ... let ne explain a little about the 

national survey. What it was was a thousand interview panel. We re-interviewed 

1000 people we had interviewed in their homes people we had interviewed in their 

hot.re during our period of field service so we're trying to neasure the factors 

that were causing change. What I 1 d like to shCM you was what happened in the period 

of a three week period really focusing on this last weeks national survey in 

te:rms of attitude questions. We've fotm.d a basic two step process in tenns 

of the effect on changing or moving the electorate. It's gone sOIIleiNhat like 

this in terms of conparatives between the candidates. In questions that 

have to do wi~ managing the econany and inflation, those two questions together 

have the greatest impact on moving a third question which is who was closest to 

ne on the issues. Closest to ne on the issues is the cornparati ~ question 

that rrost closely correlates with vote, both in this campaign and most cCimpaigns 

we've ever done and that 1 s the one that's moving and I 1 ll show you. These are 

the only three that we saw substancial rrove:rrent. What I'm going to do is give 

you those three and then give you two others that sl:KM you how little movement 

there was in the other areas. If you take first on who can best manage the economy 

what you have was and we 1 11 go back to that late August: survey as well, 

September 20--24 and September ---- this is nationwide, Carter Ford Carter Ford, 

Carter Ford and there is a choice who can better manage either one both or neither 

or whatever and I '11 just give you the relative two candidate figures, In August 

it was 39-30 Carter over Ford, at that point we enjoyedabout 11 point margin. 

By Septenher 20-24, the figure was <:hvn to, hold it I've boo booed, not unusuaL 
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This is 45--40 on best managed the econany. And then it went in this period 

Septenber 20--24 it went to 45--43 and then over the weekend it went to this 

48--43 no wrong again, 50--38 on who can better manage the eoonomy from a +2 

margin to a +12 which was fairly substantial. On the question of inflation, 

who can best handle inflation, that figure has been this in August it was 33--34. 

Ford Having a one point advantage. In this period it was. 34-34, then last 

week it junped 'to this 46-36. Now as I said, those two fuel close to rre on the 

issues, who's closest to you on the issues, which is the one which correlates 

strongest with voting. Close to me on the issues started out 39-30 when we 

had a 11 point lead. It then went to 40--35 when we had a 7 point lead and 

it has now m::>ved to 48--33 to 15 points in the space of a week. Now that 

rrovement, that margin is greater than the vote margin and our expectation 

was on llinday that if that was correct, we'd start seeing it reflected in the 

states, which clearly it is, I nean it seems to be, in all of the things that 

we have been doing this week. Now, let me give you two to shCM you heM consistant 

the other things are. One the question of who was IllJSt concerned about people 

like me, and I' 11 just give you the last two on this, a week ago the week of the 

20--24 it was 40--20 and it only went to 44--20, a relative 4 point gain. One the 

one on who can make the federal government IllJre · responsive to ordinary people 

the margin went only two points change from 57--27 to 59--25, loss for Ford.· 

Relative small IllJSt of the agree--disagree stateirents stayed the same. The only 

other thing that changed appreciative in the national was Fords job rank 

and the vote if it correlates anything involving the candidates correlates IllJst 

to the President's job rating. I think you' 11 heard that from other pollsters 

as well but on Fords _job rating, just giving you the positives and the negatives, 

on overall jobs and economy the first week, September 20--24 his job rating 

was 45 positive 55 negative. It then went down to 43 positive 57 negative, two 

point IIDvenent each way. His economic job rating which in the 20--24 was 33--65 

positive--negative, dropping 4 points 29--69 and that seemed to correlate 
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the strongest. Now, we went back and ran a whole series of regression 

analysis and I don't want to get through all of the theory on it because 

we could spend all day and night on that but what the regression analysis 

is an effort, it 1 s origionally an economic tool, to help try and decide 

to determine dependant and independant variables it's a further process 

of computer analysis which allows us to wait and check factors and run 

them against each other to see what is dependant and what is independant. 

What's cone out over the last week in tenns of the ranking of significant 

factors goes like this and I will not try and explain the differences 

but the first thing that ranks first is your perception of Ford's perfonna:nce, 

not only his job rating but also his competence, leadership, a scale of about 

eight or nine questions, "M.1ere you position yourself on that, and the way 

you change your perception on that scale is the first influence on vote. Very 

close to it is your perception of Carters expected perfonnance, his perception 

of being confident, his ability to do the job, provide leadership, vision etc. 

FollOW'ing third is very close to the candidate. This was a surprise to us is 

the economic issue. It really junped up from July and I 1ve never seen an issue 

ranks as close to the candidates really competent factors in national politics 

as we see now and the issue stands only about a fraction below the impact of both 

candidates so the change in the perception of the economy is having a far greater 

impact than say foreign policy which ranks very very lOW' at the bottom along 

with rrost other issues. The fourth thing is party and the final two are 

Trust Carter, Trust Ford, the trust scales whichwi.ll relatively balence each 

other out, they are fairly low because of the fairly positive feeling on both. 

You can see that the economy seems to have rroved itself up and it 1 s having 

an impact you can see the change here on manage and inflation then it changed 

being on the issues which has the greatest impact on both, rroved us back up 

from what I suspect was a margin perhaps armmd 5 points armmd last week back 

up to about 9 and then it seems at least I think that it's still going at least the 
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state stuff here still indicates that it is going and the preliminary 

hand countls that I've seen ... data processing on sorre of the other big 

states, perticually Permsylvania and Texas would suggest the saJre thing 

and so what it looks like is we have had a fairly explosive week or tBn 

days and it seems to be hinged around the economy to sorre extent, maybe 

a little bit around Ford's problems but nnre than anything else around the 

economy itself and the consumer perception of that I suspect as well as 

the performance in tenns of the economy as it is being related by the 

government so as I said it 1 s been very volitle. We 1Ve had a period 

from the 16-- to the --20 it was an up period and then we had a down period 

and now we 1 re having another up swing period. Let 1 s see how it sustains 

itself, but that's been a fairly significant thing and 1 wanted to introduce 

because I think it's important to get sane sense of what 1 s happening and 

we've done those two states first because they were our two worst states in 

September .and we had expected that we might have to make certain kinds of 

allocation decisions in tenns of states and efforts and so forth and in tenns 

of the anount of efforts that we could make and we were going in.to both 

of those states fairly pestiroately this week until we got these results. In 

nother words, the big states, the big industrial states that we were looking 

at, they ranked at the bottom in early September both in pre and in post 

labor day. The interviews identified themselves from Can:bridge Servey 

Research and doing a public research servey, a standard introduction that we 

use all of the tim=. 

QUESTION: : YOU MUST HAVE MJVED lXMN SOMEWHERE? 

No, No, I'm saying that these state surveys post the nationals, Our national 

survey is finished on Tuesday nnming, really M:mday night, or Tuesday ooming. 

That shows the nine point margin. 1-Jhat I'm saying is that these are post fact. 

Whatever the period, Illinois and Michigan were not started until Tuesday and 

Michigan was started on Wednesday. What I'm saying is that all o·~ the national 
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done, Harris, Gallop, ours, all preceed the state figures. I wanted to do it 

in tenns of verifing the national data .. For instance, we went in and looked 

at the debate question, on who made the best case on presenting the first 

debate, and our figures on our national, which is a little later, are probabley 

the worst. It's 40--23 Ford over Carder on who won the debate and it seems 

that the further that you get away from the debate the worst we seem to do 

as far as public perciption of it but the lesser impact that it is sorta having. 

But in any event, I meant to introduce that figure to really give some vality 

I think to the 9 point national servey figures, but nnst of the other figures 

didn't change very nuch. The questions on the ·attitude of the candidates, 

well to comparisons, agree disagrees, open end statarents, very little change 

except those things having to do with the economy and it would seem to be an 

upshot in the economic issue itself. Well what you have in the debate, Ford's 

voters people voting for Ford pick Ford the winner in the margin of our survey 

of 71 to 7 and our voters picked us in the margin of 41 to 12 or 13 and the 

undecides were about 22 to 11. So what 1 s happening is the margin is being made 

up in part by how many of the Ford voters , and I said this prior to the debate, 

that the normal pattem of studying the 60's debate and the other debates was 

that they didn't seem to have much impact on converting votes . The mj or 

inpact seerood to be in solitifing a candidates vote ... perception and the public 

didn 1 t really go into it as a real strength compared betweEn changing their minds 

and it was more of a reenforcli1g vehicle instead of a conversion vehicle and 
. 

there was very little conversion nnveroont out of the debate. We show' very 

little, the New York Times sh<Med very little in their servey at the end of the 

week and as I said it has nothing to do with the debate it seems to have to do 

with the economy and that's particully true in Michigan, HCM much of that ·has 

sustained itself if the strike is settled I don 1 t know but the economic nnod 

in Michigan has changed drarnically from the beginning of the nnnth to the end 
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of the m:mth. Well, it's very important how people perceive the economy and 

what's happening to it. It's having a trerrendous affect not so nuch on 

G::>ven10r Carter as it seems to be on President Ford. Let me answer that 

one point. We said along that one of the jobs for us during the first 

part of this campaign was to draw dis tinction between what Republicans were 

saying and what their record actually was and it seems to me at that 

distinction with the air of the economy has begm to come through. I think those 

of you who were with us during the past week or so know that we spent a great 

deal of tine talking about that. I think that what we're saying is begirming to 

be heard there in the country. It also seems to Ire that one of the interesting 

data is that despite some rather sensational developtrents in both camps over 

the several week or ten days that the people contrary to what we see written 

are infact rraking up their minds on important issues and that they are 

in effect looking at the eco!10IIlf and other things, perticularly the economy 

and deciding what they are going to vote based on what they see. On the 

states so far, the percentages change has been about 10 points on troving 

from either getting better to staying the same to getting worse, from earlier in 

the m:mth. Well, in terms of what seems to be the m::>ven:ent factor, I nean 

candidates thernsel ves the perception of the candidates has the tremendous 

impact where people start but in terms of marginal difference it seems to be 

comning it seems to be the single largest item. There are obsviously some 

other factors and items in there . candidates campaigns , issues that pop up, 

controvisies whatever else. What I 1m saying is that th!= center piece of it 

seems to be the econorny. NJ these are in the two states. I don't have it 

nationwide. I don't have the exact ones with me, David. It tended to be 

like 4 and 6 or 5 and 5 from getting better to staying the same just to 

getting vvorse. 

QUESTION: \VHY DID THE EOONJMY JUMP UP TO A ClOSE TIIIR1?>?? 
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Well, it's not that in the order of the finish but how close it is to the 

candidates that is surprising. I don 1 t know obviously if that 1 s son:ething .. 

I don't know. I tend to do;.m play economic news on the i..npact of consl..liTErs. 

But you did have two major stories on the economy that the nurrber of people 

that mved to the poverty level and the impact on real wages and the second 

thing you had the decline of the leading indicators, both were big stories 

but mst consurer attitudes tend to con:e from censurers own perceptions and 

we cbn' t have alot of our consumer data .... The spending patterns have been 

fairly constant since they started off very strong this year and they sort of 

drop son:e in the spring and mst retail sales are fairly level. It 1 s hard 

to tell. We didn't really see much significant change from the 7. 9 figure 

CaJJE out. It has allways been my argument that it's less than the public figures 

on than what the public perception is. I suppose it depends partly on the attention 

and how much got factored into the electorate's thinking. The electorate tends 

to make mst of its decisions about what's happening in the ecoilOII'lf from their 

consuner patterns and behavior not from government statistics. It's certainly 

inflation if you take the August data that we have nationally that we have inflation 

was the larger concerned for ·a greater number of people, although people concerned 

about unernployrrent tend to be fairly intense greater and greater intensy in their 

concern. One of the things that seans to be changing in the last week on the 

open ended issue stuff, and I don't want to make a corrm:mt about it until I see 

son:e mre of the bigger states, but in it the people citing unernployrrent rather 

than inflation, the proportion seans to be declining, that's there's a higher 

IIDvement in unernployrrent but that may just be a quick and I don 1 t want to get 

hell for that yet. · 

QUESTION: IN ERIE COUNI'RY, 'lHE BUFFAlO. . • SHOWED FORD 6 POINI'S AHEAD 1 IN POllS 

TAKEN IT SHOWS 1HAT FORD LEADS CARTER 44 to 38 IN CONNECITCLJT. WOULD YOU a:t:1MENl' 

ON 'IHOSE QUESTION PlEASE: : : 
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Yes, I '11 COIIIIalt on the state surveys. Our figures in Connecticut don't, the 

last figures in Connecticut don't match those figures. They are also showing 

a higper undecided than we're showing. ·So I don't know how to explain it. We're 

due in Connecticut again later this week and so we' 11 take another look at it. 

The last time was about 3 weeks ago. Well , I am saying that I don' t have any 

current data to back that up either way. 

QUESTION: OOFS 'IHIS MEAN THAT YOUR OOING 1D PUT MJRE MJNEY IN1D IILIIDIS??? 

Well, I think that is a decision that Hamilton would have to speak to if he were 

here. It's a question of trying to get some priority in the states and clearly 

that IJDveme:nt even if it declines sornewl.1?t is encouraging and I VX>uld assume that 

they will be reflected in the arrount of efforts, portion efforts that we make. 

I mean that we're making efforts ever)I'Nhere. . ..... " ....... ' 
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-·~~ ~~~ 
........... this is my third trip to Oakeldie since I began campaigning for President. 

I had the good fortune to be on the same platforro. with when I CCll1l.e 

here. He 1 s Denocratic Congressm:m and WOffi2I1 who ought to b~ retiring 

from office have offered to help ne next January . . . and I hope you will ......... . 

and I'm sure that many of you have read objectives , and I feel you've been very 

wise the political analyses that came fon1ard two or three years ago when the rr12.jor 

nev.rs reporters in Washington said who are the n<JO .or three people in our nation 

who ought to be President if they would nm, and Gay lord Nelson is always at the 

top of the list.......... But I'm looking forward to working with you when I get 

to Washington, I want you to help ne to be a good President if I'm elected, Let me 

say this to all of you, this has been a very exciting, a tough, very corr:bative; so 

far, a very successful campaign. 

I believe that sOIJ:Je, very sharp issues have been drawn between Mr. Ford and ne. I 

think we have so far avoided the personal attack that would have taken t:May the 
~ 
interest of people and issues the public like. SOIJ:Je,times we both made mistakes, as 

you may have noticed...... I was in a church in Cleveland, Ohio the other night 

and there was a very exciting rally going on there and a fellow in the church got 

up and said, Jerry Ford has always been a man who said, I say what I mean and I 

mean what I say, and he sai?, the last fev.r days he has been trying to explain what 

he neant when he said what he said ...... and I think this is part of the process 

of trying to determine the sensitivities of the people who might be your nation 

who might affect your life. Mr. Ford' st stateriEil.t about Eastern 

Europe, having showing a insensitivity about Europe, and about freedom. 

'What I'd like to talk with you about this afternoon about the insensitivity of 

Administration. For the last eight years, toward you, your family, 

and the people who look to you for leadership, this Ford Administration has given 

up the first two hmdred billion dollar budget, the first three hmdred billion 

dollar budget, the first four hmdred billion dollar budget, double inflation. the 
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highest unerrploym:mt rate in 35 years, a energy crisis that 

and let's make sure that we don't have another one. The highest interest rate in 

the history of our country; the highest budget deficit last year in the history of 

our country; the near bankruptcy of our nation's largest city; and in the last tJ.No 

years the statistics really hurt our country. Since Richard Nixon left the White 

House and Gerald Ford nnved in, we have had two and half million oore Al:rericans 

unemployed and after three nnnths alone five hundred thousand Atrerican families 

have joined the unemployrrent rolls. 

In September the economic index nnved back at 11% inflation rate, and that 

conbined with a general sense of the loss of the Atrerican spirit that has really 

hurt the working people of our country. Now the statistics bear up that human beings, 

families, neighborhoods that have been tom apart by this new development of the 

Atrerican scene that we haven't known since the days of the Hoover Depression, it 

really hurts a family for the nnther or father to have been enployed for fifteen 
and stand 

or twenty years to rrove their jobs, drawn unemployment compensation, .... for b'l.e 
~ 

first ti.:rre in their lives to stand in a welfare line. It does sonething to an able-

body person who wants to work, and I believe in work, I've worked all my life; and 

I believe that everybody who is sensititive should be able to work, should also 

have a chance to work; and one of the major responsibilities I will undertake next 

January with your help is to put .Al:rerican people back to work with responsible jobs 

and Gaylord Nelson are trying, All the bills by the :Iarocratic 

Party. in .the last two years Mr. Ford has vetoed two million jobs for .Al:rerican people; 

and these job opportunities were well within the Congressional Budget limitation, 

which is very strict. The Republicans have always approached these kinds of problems 

by saying the best way about the Budget, the best way to control inflation, is to 

have a certain portion of our people out of work so they can't compete for goods that 

might be scarce arid drop the inflation costs. The ])em:)crats have always looked on it 
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just the opposite--we believe that if people are working our count:cy is strong 

enough, our Gross National Product 

budget, rreet our peoples ' needs and 

people pay taxes , we can balance the 
I 

spirit that cooes from 

prosperity keeps our families together, keeps our neighbo:rhood strong. 

3 

Some of you are as old as I am and you' 11 renB!lber the elder Iem::>cratic concepts. 

'Ihe first was 1932 when I was eight years old. I lived on a fann 

until I was 17. I didn't have running water until I was 14. I've worked all of 

my life. I have enjoyed it. It hasn't hurt rre. But there was a chance then becuase 

Hutbert Hoover said that the govenm:leilt has no role to play in putting people back to 

work. Franklin Roosevelt, a rich man, had been handicapped by polio and he understood 

people who were handicapped by economic pressure and he put foJ:Ward the concept of a 

mintmliil wage and over 90 percent of the Republicans in the Congress voted against 

paying 25¢ an hour for an adult man or wanan to work manuel labor. My first job was 

40¢ an hour. Roosevelt felt that old people ought to have a sense of security so he 

JYUt forth the concept of social security. 'Ihere were 95 Republicans in the House of 

Representatives; 94 voted against social security. And then came along Harry. Truman, 

a COIIJIOn roan, but he was an uncormon leader. 'Ihere was never any doubt that Harry 

Truman was the President. When we ma.de a mistake in this country Harry Truman took the 

blame for it. When we had a success you knew who made the final decision for it. He 

had a strong Secretary of State, Dean Axton:,. George Marshall. But the Marshall plan, 

aid to Turkey and Greece, Nato, Point 4, all came by decisions of Harry Truman. He 

never evaded responsibility. He had a sign on his desk. Ibes anybody remen:ber \vhat it 

said??? 'Ihe buck stops here. N:Madays the buck can run all over Washington looking for 

a place to stop. There is no place to stop. When I'm elected I'm going to put the sign 
' 

back on the desk and if you visit the Oval Office, and I hope that many of you ;,vill, 

there is going to be a sign right there that says, 'Ihe Buck Stops Here, because I want the 

people to know who's responsible if we get into a secret war. I want the people to kru::M 

whose responsible if a lie is told. I want the people to kru::M whose responsible if the 
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C,I.A. violates the law of if the reputation of the F.B.I. is damaged or our people don't 

have adequate opporttmity for jobs or there is no management in the federal bureaucracy.· 

I want you to know who 1 s responsible. Another point that I want to make is this . We had 

John Kennedy come along in 1960 and he was followed by Lyndon Johnson and there was a 

sense then that people who were poor, people who were black, who were illetrate, who 

were not powerful, who were older or inscure had a friend in the White House. There was 

a sense that the cotmtry was noving forward. John Kennedy brought us a sense of idealism 

and hope and high standards of excellance and greatness and we all felt alittle better 

because of it. That we had a government that we could look up to, not c1ovm upon, a 

govemment that was a source of pride, not shame. It 1 s only been in the last eight years 

or so that we have been ashamed of our government, The American people are good, honest, 

decent, tmselfish, hard working. You in this room didn't decide to bomb Cambodia, or to 

disgrace the White House with Watergate or to see the F.B.I or the C.I.A. lose its 

perfessional reputation, but it happened in your goverrnnent. That need not be, but it 

~been. I'm rurming for President, I don't intend to lose but it's your country just 

as much as it is mine and I hope that everyone of you in the next three or four weeks 

will think about how much difference in your lives and in your children 1 s lives is made 

by the identity of the President. Now I don't claim to know all of the answers , I 1m 

a human being just like you. I started my campaign 21 nonths ago. I didn 1t hold public 

office. I didn't have much m:::mey. I didn't have a nationwide campaign organization. 

Not many people knew- who I was , I' 11 bet that now one in one thousand knew- who I was . 

I come from a little town 683 people but I did just like you would do if you wanted to be 

President. I and my wife and my children began going with a few- volenteers from one 

house to another and we would invite, the whole neighborhood in and maybe three people 

would show up. We would go to a labor hall that would hold 200 or 300 folks maybe 12 

people would come. So we began to walk the streets, barber shops, beauty parlors, 

livestock sales barns, factorship lines, county court houses, city halls to shake hand s 

with people, to talk with people a little but to listen alot and as you well know in 
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Wisconsin and other states, I've never depended on the powerful, bigshots, political, 

figures to put me in office, many of them very popular, very good, very sotmd, my 

friends, but cy campaign was allways directed to you and the people who wo~k along 

side you and we built up a political strength and that's 'What makes me hopeful that 

next Janurary I can be a good President. I still will not know all of the answers but 

I will have available to me the experience, the intelligence, the sotmd judgment the 

corrm::m sense, the self confidence, the patrisorn, of the American people and 'What I want 

to do is to have a goverrnnent that is as good as you are. I don't believe that you want 

anything selfish out of goverrnnent. You'd like to have a tax structure that treats ;you 

fairly. The present incor:re tax structures are a disgrace to the hu:nan race. T~1e 

surest income to be taxed is the income from manuel labor. There are not any hidden 

secret loop holes for someone 'Who draws a paycheck every two weeks or a retirement check 

every two weeks but there are hidden secret loopholes for everyone else. In the last 

reporting period there were 3200 people in this corntry that made over 50,000 dollars 

""in one year and didn't pay a nickel in income tax. Over 800 made a 100,000 dollars, 

244 made over 200, 000 dollars in one year and paid no income taxes. When they don't pay 

their incorre taxes, do you know who pays it for them?? You do. What we need a 

comprehensive revision of our incorre tax laws to make them s:inple and fair for a change 

and if I'm elected President we're going to have that next year and you can depend on that. 

I also don' t believe in waste. I've had to rooke a living fanning, growing peanuts and then 

I went into the Governor's office I always had a balenced budget. In my family life, on 

my fann, in my little business, I was Governor for four years, I had a balenced budget and 

a surplus and I intend before the first four ,years are over of this next administration to 

have a balenced budget for the United States. I believe that we need it and it can come 

without cheating people of what there needs might be. Harry Truman was in office seven 

years, he didn't have a deficit. He had an averaged surplus of 2 billion dollars. When 

the Kennedy and Johnson administrations were all gone and the Richard Nixon took office 

we didn't have a deficit. Richard Nixon inherited a balenced budget but it was based on the 
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proposition that if people are at work their needs can be met by government and the budget 

need not be a deficit budget. We're now going in the hole a billion dollars every week. 

We need a efficient government. I reorganized the Georgia Goverr:u:nent as has been done 

in Wisconsin. We had 300 agencies and deparunents when I was elected Governor. We abolishc 

278 of them. We set up a simple structure that not only saved alot of rroney but let the 

people t.mderstand for a change and control it for a change. It eliminated alot of those 

secret caves where special interest can hide and let the people feel that this is my 

government and it is fair to me. And I have promised people all over this cot.mtry on 

my word of honor that if I'm elected President we're going to have a complete reorganization 

of the Executive Branch of Goverr:u:nent by making it efficient, economical, manageable, and 

purposeful for a change and if -I'm elected I'm going to do it and you can depend on that 

to. I just want to mention two or three things briefly and then I '11 close, It took 

our cot.mtry 70 years to reach the point where half of the Arrerican families could afford 

'i:'to buy their own homes and in the last eight years, Nixon and Ford have destroyed that 

achievement. Now less than a third can afford their own homes. Last year we had 1. 2 

million hones built in this cot.mtry. We have not had that few of nurrber since 1940. The 

average cost of a hone in the last eight years has gone up 16,000 dollars and the interest 

rates have gone up 50 percent. The rronthly paynents have rrore than doubled and we need 

a comprehensive program. It will not cost n:uch rroney to guarantee rrortages, to supplement 

rronthly paynents when the interest rates are very high, to restore some rent homes for 

places for all of the people to live, and to put our construction 'INOrkers back to work. 

The t.memploynent rate there is over 20 percent. I can' t think of any single industry 

that can be st:imulated rrore by less rroney from the taxpayers than the housing industry. 
' 

We need a nationwide comprehensive health care sys tern and this can be phased in without 

costing much rrore rroney. Do you know how n:uch the average American farnil y will spend on 

health care, 2400 dollars. 600 dollars for every man, 'INOman, and child in this country, 

More than any other nation in the world. But we still don't have good prevention of disease' 

and we can have that with expanded pe:t;"sons to take care of your health, keep a close 
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relationship betw·een private doctors and patients. Let the public and the private 

insurance agencies coni:>ine their efforts anq give us an emphsis on health care for those 

Who don't nCM have it. This is a goal that our country can reach and with last 

remaining developed country Who doesn't have a comprehensive health care system for our 

people. The last point that I want to make is this. In the last eight years our people 

have been deeply hurt. Our concsious about what our country is has been damaged, Allways 

up until Nixon took office we were proud of our government, what it was, what it was 

striving to be. But later there .has been a wall built around Washington that we can't 

quite penetrate and I'm an oursider I've never served in Washington but I knod the hunger 

that exists in the hearts and the minds of the American people not to be ashamed anym:>re 

and have the truth told in the future, and let us control our ovm government and let our 

ovm personal privicay be protected. These are things that are there waiting to be 

achieved but you have got to have some realization that the President and the Nernbers of 

"" Congress serve exactly the same people. President Ford, Richard Nixon sealed off the 

White House. They destroyed the bi-partisan nature of support for foreign policy and alsc 

for domestic policy and roostly Hr. Ford has tried to blame the Congress ahead of time for 

mistakes that were made in the Executive Branch of Govenn:Jleilt. There needs to be a meetir 

of minds, there needs to be mutual respect, and there needs to be constant ccnsulation, 

and there needs to be cooperation because I'm elected President, I and Galord Nelson, 

and Pat Lisbe, and Al . . . , and your mayor and county officials who represent you and it 

doesn 1 t help you and your family for us to be squabbling with one another. That needs to 

be restored and it can be. I need you help, It's not an easy th:ing for sorneone like 

reyself, a relative nE:.'Wcoomer on the political scene, to defeat an incumbant President wit1 
' 

all of the pCMer of the White House who 1 s refused to face the people, who hasn't had a fu: 

scale White House Press Conference since last February, Who will not answer questions tha1 

he raised in the debate ................... , .. . 
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. . . . . . . . thank you, thank you very nuch ............ 

I want you to save same of your energy, enthusiasm ...... all for the next four weeks. 

As a matter of fact, as the mayor was talking in his customary quiet and analytical 

tones , I thoug..~t about the comparisons between ley part of the nation and iliicago ... 

we did vote for Al Smith in 1928 ......... when .... there was a great prediction vihen 

the south would never vote for a Catholic candidate for President; we voted for 
I . 

Roosevelt in '32, and '36, '40 and '44 .... we voted for Truman in '48; we voted for 

Aladie Stevenson in '52 ........ we voted for Aladie Stevenson ...... and in 1956 we 

didn't vote for EisenJ:l<:M~:;r, we voted for Stevenson again, and we know- vihat it m=ans 

to put our dependence on the Party that derives its strength directly from the people. 

I think you've observed ley carrpaign for the last two years and its strength and its 

success has COnE directly from the people. I believe in typed, carefully organized, 

political, organ.i . .' .. political structures. We began to plan our campaign four years 

and one llDilth ago in Septerrber 1972 and we made our organizational structure as 

clear as possible to all those who advise with m= and then about two years ago I 

began to campaign again full time .... it wasn't an accident. We organized very care

fully. . . . . and instead of our. . . we thought we'd corre in first or second ..... 

at first ... and W€7 organized very carefully and meticulously in the State of New 

Hampshire .. we thought we might came in first or second .... we ca~re in first. I and 

ley people, and even the folks in Georgia visited 95% of all the I:.a:oocratic homes 

in the State of New Harrpshire. I don't think anybody ever did that before. 

At first we met an alnost impossible situation in Florida .. , George Wallace having 

been an overwhelming favorite. But we thought we'd put together the best organiza

tion in Florida has ever done; even the candidate for governor ... and we CaJre in 

first in Florida; and we didn't have that good an organization in Ohio, Pennsylvania, 

but we did well there. But I know the importance of a Democratic organization; and 

i 
I 
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also know that there can be no continuing structure without confidence of the voters 

in the Derl:ncratic leaders. You only have to betray the trust of the people in a home 

or. block, or ward, one t:i.Ire; and the organization is gone and what is good about 

iliicago and its political organization structure is that the votes have been forth

coming for the Iarocratic Party .... yes , because the Dem::>cratic Party is best for its 

people, but also because Mayor Daley, and all of you, have arise the continued sense 

of trust am:mg the people who look to you for political leadership. It was a difficult 

thing, I know, in 1972 when because of the , and the new- laws and the Dem::>-

cratic Party excluded you from partlicipation at the Convention itself, but you cane 

back hCJilE and you renalbered our Party and your loyalty to it, and you asked the 

people to vote for George McGovern and you did, and you didn't vote for Richard 

Nixon, but they would never have followed your leadership there if you had batted 

your own integrity of principles of our Party. I feel a great responsibility on lT!Y 

shOulders .... to many people who had confidence in rre twenty-one IIDnths ago in those 

early stages when no one knew- 'Who I was or cared, and I' 11 never forget the nnrning 

after ... the primary 'When I had won and I had read in the paper tentatively that Mayor 

Daley said that if Ohio went for . . . . . . . . . . . . . so, of course, I never doubted his 

word, but I thought the next noming I'd give him a telephone call . . . . . . . . . to just 

make sure that his treiiDry wasn't :faulty. . . . . . . and I said, Mayor Daley I know you 

haven't con:e out with an open conmi..trrent of support to rre but we did well in Ohio ... 

and he said, Jinmy, I know it, and I said I'd like to make SCJilE statement in about a 

half an hour .... I'have a press conference schedule ... just SCJilE indication of your 

friendship to rre: and he said, I'll tell you what you can say to the new-s rredia ..... 

you tell 'urn that I'm for ya...... And you tell 'un I'll we whatever small in

fluence I have on Illinois .·...... to get them to be for you; and he said, you tell 

'un also 'When you get to the Convention that I'll do the best I can to get you the 

nomination and after you get the nomination I'll do the best I can to get you elected 

President, and after you're elected President I'll do the best I can to help you to 
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be a good President .... and he said, is that enough. And I say, yes sir, that's enough .. 

About that t:i.ne I had about twelve hundred delegate COl!IIlib:nents and 

in four or . five days I had seventeen hundred; and I think thcit this solidity of 

solidarity has COIIe to the Democratic Party in the last few weeks is one that will 

stand us in good stead, oot to just achieve victory for myself and all these good 

candidates standing behind Ire on the platform but also to let the people in this 

country realize that a sense of unity has been absence so long ... we 1 ve been tom 

apart in the last e~ght years. We've had our confidence in our leaders 

betrayed and m::~.y Atlericans have said, I don't want anything to do with the political 

process any IIDre. I 1 ve lost my job, the inflation has robbed my family, or I don 1 t 

1 have good health care, or the system of justice doesn 1 t treat Ire as an equal, and 

I don 1 t think the incon::e tax structure has built into it an adequate attention of 

the working people of this country, and I 1ve been doubtful about the statene:nt of 

our leaders of our country in foreign affairs .... I don 1 t knc:M quite what 1 s going on 

in the Congress arid the President can 1 t COl1IIllmi.cate with one another; and we'v-e 

seen a great betrayal of trust in the Watergate, in the CIA violated the law, and 

the FBI used to have the staunches possible professional reputation and tlDW' has 

been shakened. What 1 s going on .in my own government? . Well, that feeling I can 

understand it; but my own campaign and your COl!IIlitJ:nent to the Party would give us 

a trechanism by ~ch we can restore our peoples 1 confidence in our own government. 

Figuring out the goverrment ... who are responsive to the people .... the problem is not 

is that the people don't trust their own government, the problem has been that quite oftet. 

the leaders of our government haven 1 t trusted people and that's got to be changed ... 

in your job and your comnib:nent, and my hard v.ork and my coomitment, and the partner-

ship that we follll here in this COIII11I.mity, this state, and throughout the comtry, 

I think we have an excellent chance to win in Novenber, and I think we have an 

excellent chance to repair the damage that has been done to the consciousness and 

t:he spirit of our country. I hope to be an inspirati.pnal leader as well as John 
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Kennedy in 1960. I hope to be a touch IIIC.iilager that brings us out of the debts of 

a recession as Franklin Roosevelt did in the Hoover Depression Years, and I hope to be 

the kind.of leader that you can always find who assune responsibility as was the 

case with Harry Truman .... you never had to search to see vmo the President was; and 

I hope to be the kind of leader who is concerned with basic human rights, freedom, 

~ 
1 and equality as was exemplified by Lyndon Jolmson. I 1m not a perfect person, I've 
• 

.... .. 

got a lot of false of my own, but to the extent that I can practice perfection and 

the ca:rmi.t::mant and the ideal'ism and the hope and the patriotism, and the cOIIIIOn sense 

of the .American people .... to that extent I can overcome my own handicaps and difficulties 

and -weaknesses and be the kind of President that I knew you want. I' 11 do the best 

~ I can. I know you'll do the best you can for me, for others ... behind me, and through-

out the country, who are running 

do a good job and I bet together we can do it. 

Thank you very m1ch ......•. 

of the Denncratic Party. I want to 
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· Jinnny Carter 
' 

••• Under Nixon and Ford, the system of Federalism has been destroyed and ther.e 

has been very little consulation and cooperation and a mutuality of purpose 

in our systems of government. Also our people have been exluded from the pro-

cess of making some basic decisions. Every time that we've made a serious 

mistake in foreign or domestic affairs it's been because the American people 

have been helded at arms length. We've not been part of the process that 

decided to bomb Cambodia. We've not been part of the process to disgrace the 

White House, We've not been part of the process to let government agencies 

responisble for security, assistantions and murder. We've not been part of 

the process to build up an unfair tax structure or destroy the effectiveness 

of a good health care system. We've not been part of this process. But if 

you help me in November I guarantee you that next Janruary the people of this 

will be part of this process and we'll correct our mistakes, bind ourselves 

together to apporach the future with confidence in one another. Alot of people 

say that it is not possible to put our people back to work and to control 

inffation at the same time. This is not true. The Republicans have always. 

looked on the cause of inflation as too much demand for goods and so they have 

corrected this by increasing payroll taxes so that people don't have quite as 

much to spend and by raising interest rates so people can't borrow to buy goods, 

to buy a house, to buy a automobile. The Democrats believe the opposite. Let 

me give you a few examples from history and these are all exactly right. Harry 

Truman was in office seven years. He didn't have an average deficit, he had 

an average surplus of 2 billion dollars per year. Even in 1950, when he went 

out of office the unemployment rate was less than 3 percent. The inflation 

rate was less than one percent. The interest on a F.H.A. home, 4 percent. \Vhen 

Johnson and Kennedy were in office, the average inflation rate, 2 percent. When 

Johnson went out of office, the unemployment rate 3,3 percent and Richard Nixon 

inherited from the ·De.mocrats a balenced budget. But the Democrats have always 

believed that you can't control runaway inflation, you can't have a balenced 
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· Qudget, you can't meet the needs of our people unless the American people have 

jobs and I promise that when I'm elected President, and I intend to be., that · 

we're going to put our people back to work as a number one priority ... , control 

inflation. We now have 7 and 1/2 or 8 million people. The unemployment 

rate nationwide is about 8 percent and in your own community it's about 1 percent 

higher than that, among construction workers I would say about 25 percent, among 

young black workers and young people who speak Spanish I would say maybe 40 

percent. This is not part of the character of the American people of our 

government. We·have the highest unemployment rate of any developed country in 

the ~orld, even higher than Great Britian, higher than Germany, twice aa·high 

as Italy, three for four times as high as Japan. We can afford to put our 

people back to work without feeling the great pressures of inflation because 

27 percent of our industrial capacity is not even being used and at least 8 

percent of our people who have given up hope, are looking for jobs and can~t 

find them. We need to target employment opportunity by concertrating on what 

is called countracepical help to make sure that the job opportunities are made 

avaflable where the need is greatest and then when the unemployment comes down 

in that community you shift the opportunity somewhere else, We need to concrate 

jobs in the private sector because they are permanent, they are non·inflationary 

and also our money can go alot further. We need to revitalize the housing 

industry. We need to make sure that we realize that the expected rise in 

property taxes has been brought on by two major factors, One is that our people 

are not working, unemployment compensation and welfare have gone up sky high .• 

Since the Republicans have came in office for instance the unemployment compensat 

have been multiplied 700 percent. The number of people on welfare has doubled, 

This creates a great burden on local property tax payers, An inflation rate 

at the present rate would cause a doubling in the price of all goods every 6 

or 7 years. That means that no matter how carefully managed locally governments 

are... property taxes raise very rapidly. This has got to be controled. This 
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is a sign for a need for good management. Let me say this to you in closing. 

This election is a key one as was the case in 1932 when Roosevelt ran agaipst 

Hoover and as was the case in 1948 when Harry Truman won his election and as 

was the case in 1960 when John Kennedy restored the image of this country by 

defeating Richard Nixon. 1976 is another very important election year becuase 

we've suffered now through eight years of Republican mismanagement. I hope 

that all of you will remember this. I'm running for President but it is just 

as much your country as it-is mine and if there are things about our nation 

that you dontt like, if we have some mistakes that you don~t want to see made 

again, if we have had difficult questions that have not been adequately answered,. 

if you fee 1 the need for unity ............................................. . 

NO MORE OF THE SPEECH ON THE TAPE. 
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Thank you very much, Mayor ... , Vice Mayor ... , all of the great distinguished 

members on the platform but especially you people in the audience who gave me 

such a tremendous victory in the primary ~nd who I believe are going to give 

me an equal victory on November 2. Is that correct? As you all know for the 

last twenty one months I have campaigned around the country to get to know you, 

to let you know me, .... what our country is and what our country ought to be. 

This has been a very exciting campaign for me and I have learned first hand 
~ 

about the devasting blows that have been with this country by this Republican 

Administration. In the last• two years alone, since Richard Nixon left the 

White House, we've seen 2 and l/2 million Americans become unemployed. In the 

three months, 500,000 more American families have gone on the welfare rolls and 

we've seen a great damage done to this country .... with inflation which has now 

reached ... September figures the doubt digit levels, 11 percent per year .... 

the wholesale price index. We've also seen a breakdown in the proper relation--

ship that ought to exist between us and our government in Washington. There 

has been kind of a wall built around Washington and we can't quite get through. 

We've been held at arms length, we've been ignored, we've been excluded from 

the decision making process and this has hurt our government because when the 

people's voice cannot be heard, that's when our government makes mistakes and 

.as you know in the aftermath of Vietnam, Cambodia, Chile, Packasion, Angolia, 

C.I.A., Watergate, F.B.I., we feel that the Americans that we have lost some-

thing precious that used to be ours, that is a belief that our government cares 

about us and a belief that we can understand and control our government. That's 

what this election is all about. I believe that it is a time for a change in 

the White House in Washington. Now it's easy to ... us big figures, 2 and 1/2 

million, 500,000, but what 'hurts is when those unemployment statistics and 

inflation figures are translated into how they affect human lives. It's a 

devasting blow when a man or woman is at a job for the last ten or fifteen 

years to lose a job, to start drawing unemployment. In the last eight years, 
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we've had a 700 percent increase in unemployment compensation payments under 

Nixon and Ford. It's a bad thing to talk about, inflation rate, because it 

applies to ... who have savings accounts. If you have a savings account now 

drawing 5 percent interest, you actually lose six percent a year. It was in 

the past that you could pay a reasonable amount of property taxes, now you 

see your property taxes go sky high because the welfare payments have doubled 

in the~last eight years. The Republicans have always felt that when we have 

inflation the 'problem was that people had too many jobs, too much money to spend , 
they were demanding more goods, and the prices up so what have the Republican 

always done about it. There has always been a heavier tax load on payroll taxes, 

they decreased the taxes on corporations while at the same time they've had 

interest rates go sky high. In the last eight years, we've seen the price of 

a home go up $16,000 dollars and the monthly payment on a home have more than 
~x . 

doubled. It took us 70 years to get to the point where~~ the American families 

can own their own homes. In the last eight years, under Nixon and Ford, we've 

seen that record-destroyed and less than 1/3 of the American people can afford 

to buy their own homes. This means that the housing industry has suffered. 

Last year we only built 1.2 million homes. We haven't built that few homes 

in this country since 1940 and the reason is that people can't afford anymore 

to own their own place to live. These factors are not just figures, they affect 

families and the families in this country are the basis for our society. If 

a strong family exists, then you can keep government out of our business but 

when the family structure breaks down, the government has to start doing things 

that the family ought to do for itself. You have a family destroyed and the 

neighborhood becomes destroyed and later comes the deterioration and the quality 

of life and you also have the communityilose hope. It's not fair to blame local 

officials when your property taxes double if the welfare load on you has been 

increased under a Republican administration and when inflation goes up and 

houses gets scarce, so what can we do about it? These are .. , that can be done. 
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In the first place, we'll never have a budget, which I would like to see, we'll 

never have a control of the inflationary spiral as long as we have 7 and 1/2 

or eight million people out of work who are looking for jobs. I've worked all 

of my life. I believe in hard work. I believe that anybody that is able 

to work ought to work and ought to have a chance to work and next Janurary 

when I'm President we're going to put our people back to work. This can be done 

without massive federal programs. If we guarantee mortages on homes, this would 

cut down the 20 percent unemployment in construction industry. We could , 
straighten out our economy. Under President Johnson, President Kennedy even 

before the Vietnam War we were increasing our economy about 5 or 6 percent a 

year. Under Nixon and Ford, our economy has only increased only about 2 percent 

a year. This can be done without inflation to costs. We now only have 73 percen 

of our industrial capacity being used and we've got almost 8 percent of our 

people unemployed. We also need to have a reduction in property taxes and we 

also need to have a fair income tax structure, The present income tax system 

is a disgrace to the human race. The surest income to be taxed is the income 

earned from manuel labor. There are not any hidden secret loopholes for some--

one who works every day or draws a paycheck every two weeks or a retirement 

check every two weeks but there are hidden secret loopholes for everyone 

'else. In the last reporting perfod, we had 3200 people in this country that 

made over $50,000 dollars a year and paid zero income taxes. We had over 800 

people who made over 100,000 dollars a year, 240 something people who made 

over 200,000 income in one year and paid zero income taxes. When they don't 

pay their income taxes do you know who pays it for them?? You do. We need a 

comprehensive income tax re.~orm and I intend to be elected in November and if 

you' 11 help me next Janruary, we're going to reform our tax structure and m~~~. 
it fair for a change. I want to say this. Any one who works for a living~ 
will never have their income taxes raised under my administration, r·x 
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I'm not going to raise taxes, I'm going to .. , out loopholes and I'm going 

to help all of you and you can depend on that. I come from the South as 

you know, I've worked all of my life, and I have some concepts about 
. 

government that I believe are the same that you have here in Rochester. 

When there is a choice between the federal government doing something and 

a private individual or private industry doing something the same thing. 

I thing the choice ought to go to the private sector, When there is a 

clsoice between secrecy and openness in government, I perfer openness, When 

there is 'a choice between personal privacy and the government sticking 

' it's nose in our personal business, I perfer personal privacy. When their 

is a choice between the Federal, State, and Local levels of government 

having a responsibility, I believe in eiv.ing the responisbility to the 

government that is closest to the people and when there is a choice between 

work and welfare, I perfer work. When there is a choice between taxing 

people who work for a living and giving loopholes to the powerful, I 

believe in not taxing our work~ng people, but letting everybody ... their 

fair share. We have got to have a return of our government to the people. 

I'd like to say this too. I don•t claim to know all of the amswers. Nobody 

could. I'm an American just like you are who believes in our government, 

who are not afraid of government, provided it can equal what our people 

are. Now 21 months ago, when I began to campaign as you know. I did 

not have a built in campaign organization. I didn't have much money. I 

didn't hold public office, not many people knew who I was; I bet not one 

in a thousand of you had ever heard my name. But I began to campaign just 

like you would if you were to run for public office. My wife and I, my 

children, and a few volenteers began going from one home to another and we 

would only meet with 2 or 3 people .... , ..... , barber shops and beauty 

shops, in front of shopping centers, standing in factorship lines, in farmer 

markets, and we talked a little, but we listened alot. We built our campaigL 

organization .... on people like you who don't want anything selfish out of 
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government,who just want to be treated fairly, who want the chance to work, 

and who also want to be treated fairly in taxation, have a good welfare 

system, who would like to have adequate health care, like to have a good 

education for your children, who would like to have the chance to own your 

own home. These are the kinds of things that are fair but have not been 

part of our lives in the last eight years. Now I'm running against a tough 
~ 

campaiging oponent who quite often have hid himself from the American 

people. We don't know ~he answers to alot of questions that have been 

raised. I don't believe that Eastern Europe is free of Soviet Domination. 

And I don't believe that we've done enough to cut down the profilatit: 

of atomic weapons all over the earth and I believe that it is a disgra·ce to 

our country to have an Arab boycott imposed on Amierican businesses and say 

if you ... visited Israel or if you have American Jews that own part of your 

company then you can't do business with us, this is blackmail, it circumvent!', 

our Bill of Rights, and it ought not be permitted and I guarantee you that 

if I'm President, and I intend to be, these things are going to be changed, 

we're going to have a domestic input ....... The last thing that I want to 

say is this. I need your help. This is a tough campaign. You and I are 

partners in it. If you believe that your nation can still be great, if you 

remember the good administrations of Franklin Roosevelt and Harry Truman, 

of John Kennedy and Lyndon Johnson and can compare those with the Administrat 
ion~ 

of Hubert Hoover and Richard Nixon, you know the difference that 

exists between the Democrat and Republicans. There is alot of difference 

but the main thing that I remember is that campaign for President is what 

the President of Notre Dame told me this last Sunday, Someone ask him what 

are the qualifications to be a good President of the University of a Nation 

and he said that a wise man several hundred years ago said this,just two 

~ords, BE HUMAN, BE HUMAN. I believe that although I don't know all of the 
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critisems, my support, my courage, ... for my relationship with the 

people of this country then we can restore that our nation has lost. We 

can have morality and ethics restored and set a standard of excellance 

and greatness and tear down the barriers that exist between our government 

and our people and between fue White House and the Congress and realize 
~ 

that the.President, the United States Senators, the United States Congress 

Members, the Governors of States, the Mayors of cities all ~epresent the 

same people and that's you. There is no reason for our government to be 

disunited. There is no reason for one American to be put against another. 

There is no reason for us to be weak economically .... strongest country 

on earth. We ought to remember to that in the future we need not be afraid. 

We ... hire the unemployed, we do have high inflation, we do have the 

highest deficit left in the history of our country, We do have the highest 

interest rates, under this administration, in the last 200 years but at the 

same time our economic strength is still there, We also have the best 

system of government on earth. Richard Nixon didn't hurt our system of 

government, Watergate didn't hurt our system of government, the bombing 

of Cambodia didn't hurt our. system of government, the C.I.A, scandels didn't 

hurt our system of government. It's still the best on earth. It's clean an• 

decent, it's a basis on which we can predicate answers to complicated 

questions, correct our mistakes, bind ourselves together and approach the 

future with confidence and the greatest asset that we have of all is the 

215 million Americans still have within us the same hope and dreams and 

idealisms and patrisoms and confidence and ability that has always made 

our country great. I hope that you will listen very carefully to my .... 

to the campaign and also to the debates. Don~t believe all of the stories 

that you hear from my Republican administration, my Republican opposition. 

If I believed everything that I had heard said about me, I wouldn't vote for 

, 
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myself but I am going to vote for me and I need your support. I need your 

strength and you and I together can search out the truth, can bind ourselves 

together in a spirit of hope, antipication, and confidence and , ... next 

Janruary that we still live in the greatest nation on E?rth, the United 

States. Are you ready for a change in Washington? Right on, 

, 
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Thank you Don, Governor Hugh Carrey, Mayor Abe Beam, our next Senator 

Pat Moyhanian, Congressman Rosenthal, Congressman Addabbo, many other 
• 

great leaders here tonight let me say that in 1928 Georgia voted for Al 

Smith for President of the United States, in 1932, Georgia voted for 

Franklin Roosevelt, in 1936, Georgia voted for Franklin Roosevelt again, 

in 1940-1944 Georgia voted for Franklin Roosevelt for President of the 

United States, in 1976, Georgia is looking for New York to pay us back, ok. 

About a year ago President Ford was in Eastern Europe and he made some • 
comments there about the strength of the cities in Eastern Europe compared 

to the strength of New York City. I think what he was thinking was that aL. 

of the troops and all of the tanks were the Eastern European City Police 

but they actually belonged to the Soviet Union but we know now that we have 

a nation that's ready to support the State of New York, the City of New 

York and the other great cities of our country and while I'm President 

you'll never see another headline like this. I've been all over this 

country in the last 21 months perhaps traveling more than any other human 

being has ever traveled to seek an elective office in our country and I've 

talked alot and I've listened alot more. I've learned about our nation 

and I can tell you that the people of this country still look on New York 

City as the greatest city on earth and we're going to prove it when I get 

elected by working with your Mayor, your Governor, your Congressional 

delegation, your great city leaders to make sure that your strength is tops 

and that we have an end to the abandonment of our cities in Washington and 

that we put our shoulders to the wheel and to communicate to one another 

to cooperate with one another and to correct our defects. We've got along 

way to go. ~ the interest rates on the city bonds. We need to bola \ve need 

to make sure that we don't have an ... of jobs from our urban areas. We 

need to reconstitute housing programs. We need to control crime. We also 

need to hold down property taxes. We need to put our people back to work, 
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control inflation, all of these things can be done and have been done . 
by Democrats are going to do it again', I just want to say one more thing. 

Alot of people feel that you can't have our people at work, our budgets 

balenced, inflation under control, and meet the services that our people 

deserve, that's not true. As you well know, when Harry Truman was in offic£ 

t~e Democrats, working closly, with the Congress, closely with State and 

City leaders, he was in office for seven years. We didn't have a deficit, , 
we had a surplus of 2 billion dollars. Whert he went out of office interest 

rates on a home loan 4 percent, unemployment rate less than 3 percent, 

inflation rate less than 1 percent. Under Kennedy and Johnson, the average 

inflation rate was 2 percent, when Johnson went out of office the unemployme1 

rate was 3.3 percent. When Nixon went into office~ he inherited a balenced 

budget. The Democrats have always known that the way you could have a balen~ 

budget, meet our people's needs, control inflationary spirals, is to put 

our people back to work, that's what we're going to do next Janruary if you'1 

help me in November. Thank you very much. 

, 




